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Presbyterian Sanitarium at Albuquerque Is in Flourishing

New Mexico Will Have Splendid Troops Were Mobilized Because Rebel Raid Is Reported on El Preside nt Would Rather Not Pass One Victim Trained Nurse From Strange Double Tragedy
South Dakota Visiting
Porvenir Mines Owned by
County Hospital of Los
on Arizona
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Anarchy Was Threatened
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and get the best and fullest measure of the result of
territorial engineer.
injuries received in turned turtle off Sydney, British ColBANNER MINE IS 128. gation of the election of United each case
Also a check for $150 from the of education."
reported. Dr. Knapp says
the Minneapolis Tribune fire of No- umbia this morning. No details have
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IN STANDARD OIL CASE
Coal and Iron Company, where an exed with the value and necessity of zales y Lopez, Gallup; Hugo Seaherg,
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PROCLAIMED IN SPAIN.
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partment of Superintendent Dr. Leon- retary's office today:
The Roswell
Washington, April 10. Another deThe lecture will begin at eight X for as
the result of the explosion.
ard P. Ayres of the Russel Sage Foun- Telephone and Manufacturing Com
the northern Chinese troops station cision day passed today without the
o'clock and all are invited. S
Madrid, April 10. An embryo re
ed at Canton have mutinied because supreme court of the United States
dation, delivered an address on The pany, whose main office In New Mex public has been proclaimed at Canil- No admission will be charged. 5S
dissatisfied over the action of the announcing Its decision in. either the
Coming of the Humane Element in ico is at Roswell, Chaves county, and las de Aceitune, province of Malaga,
Mr. Chafin was a candidate for X NO ELECTION IN
The substance of his re whose president Is John W. Poe- - the The
Education.
BALLOT FOR SENATOR. prince regent in proclaKSng himself Standard Oil or Tobacco "dissolution
of the town rebelled and
the presidency of the United S
populace
commander-in-chie- f
marks is found in the following di Kooseveu
of the army. The suit". This means that the decisions
i eiepnone Company
of attacked the barracks of the civil
States in 1908 and is an elo- - X
10. There was no paper states that Europeans are flock- will not be forthcoming for at least
gest:
April
Denver,
X
wounded
several
persons
quent speaker.
being
guard,
Continued on Page Four.
one more week.
Eleven years ago at the Chicago
ing towards Hong Kong.
election in today's senatorial ballot.
Troops are being hurried to the scene.

Governor Mills and Territorial En
gineer C. D. Miller leave for Las
Vegas tomorrow morning for inspecroad. Mr.
tion o the Las Vegas-Mor- a
Miller will return here tomorrow
night.
road work
The Silver
is being completed. Preparations are
being made to hasten the removal of
the camp to Socorro, on the
road.
A large addition of convicts will be
sent to Socorro to combine with the
present Silver City force to start with
this new work.
The Albuquerque road work is beTering started actively by Assistant
ritorial Engineer C. H. Neel. The
money is available and work will be
n

Socorro-Mogollo-

n

10. President
April
Washington,
Taft moved swiftly today to sqcelch
the latest Japanese war scare story.
Incidentally some reasons for the
mobilization of the troops on the
Texas border came out. Through
Senator Burton of Ohio, the President
made emphatic denial of the report
from Mexico City that a proposed
treaty between Japan and Mexico
caused the movement of troops to
"The President authorized
Texas.
me," says Senator Burton, "to deny
in most emphatic
terms the story
about the secret treaty between Mexico and Japan. There is not one
word of truth in it." Senator Bacon
of Georgia, ranking minority member
of the foreign relations committee,
after a talk with the President de
clared Mr. Taft surprised and indignant at the reports implicating Japan
and Mexico. ."You can put the whole
story clown as aosura," saia senator
Bacon. "There was danger of a wide
spread revolution and perhaps anarchy in Mexico. The President acted
.

.

El Paso, April 10. The Mexican
mail stage taking mall to the Mormon
colonies south of Casa Grandcs was
held up on Friday and robbed. Aguas
Calientes, the capital of the state of j
the same name, and center of the
drawn work trade of Mexico, is reported to be threatened by a force of 800
insurrectos. Four hundred rebels are
also said to be advancing on Cama- cho, northern Zacatecas. An insurrec-- j
to raid is reported on the Porvenin
arms
All horses,
mines in Sonora.
and supplies were taken and many
mine workers pressed into the service of the rebels. The mines are ownThe
ed by an American company.
insurrectos have abandoned Tapia,
Durango, to go to Velardena 1o reinforce the rebels battling with the federals in that vicinity. It is reported
that the federals have formed an alliance with the Cuencame Indians of
Durango.
Famine is Theatened.
v
Agua Prieta, Mex., April 10. Conditions are rapidly shaping themselves
in the status of Chihuahua and Sonora for a crisis more serious than ths
loss of life. The Americans in those
two states declare that. unless the rebellion is ended very soon all northern Mexico will experience a disas
trous famine. So intent upon the
rebellion have the Mexicans been,
that almost no tilling of the soil for
corn has been done this spring and
the crop of wheat from last fall's
planting will be very small. The supplies on hand to tide the population
over the summer are nearly exhausted, for not only has there been' no
producing population, but the country
has been overrun by rebel bands that
have consumed the stores laid by.
What men have not entered the rebel
ranks as fighters, have fled from their
homes and fields to escape impressment into the federal ranks or avoid
payment of war tribute to the rebels.
First the Bavispo and Yaqui valleys,

Looks Like Sure Thing.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 10.
An official in high
was quoted today as declaring
that President Taft desires
statehood for not only New
Mexico but also for Arizona at
the special session of Congress.
This is the first expression
that has come from the White
House as to the attitude of the
President toward Arizona and
is regarded as highly signifi- -
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Raton.

Eleven years ago he killed
Elena Galvan in lier bed at Crow
Ofek because sh- refused to marry
Restored to Health By Vinol.
him and then fled the country, being TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Rev. D. Schneider, who is a
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
recently upon his return
minister in Rice Lake, Wis., apprehended
t: New Mexico.
KIDNEY
and BLADDER TROUBLE,
writes:
Fined fop Prohibition
Violation
"I had a very severe stomach trouRHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
ble last year from which I was kept The case of Roswe'l against the Santa
in bed three months. I had engaged Fe Railroad company, for violation of KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
ordinance
the services of a doctor, but to no the city prohibition
in BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
avail. I then read of Vinol and de- bringing beer from Hagerrrran into IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
s
termined to try a bottle.
Before it Roswell, was tried before Justice
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
was used up I was out of bed, and
W. Witt, and the defendant was
and for WOMEN.
four bottles made me a well man. found guilty and fined $100 and costs. PEOPLE
H. M.
Little Rock, Ark.,
Vinol is a splendid medicine and I The company gave notice of an ap- says. "ForBeatty,
two years I have been
can gladly recommend it."
to
court.
the
peal,
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
higher
Prominent men from all over the
Where is Private Haynes? Pri- - The pains across my back and over
10 muorse imSTate
cumiu, uu ikh
Haynes of Company F of the my hips were so bad that they almost
wonaertui tonic.
w,,..,..,, tt a A., has meant death to me at times. I used
Tntv.tT,!
For twelve years Vinol has been
from Las Cruces where several well known kidney remedies
disappeared
sold on the "money back" plan and
he was a witness against a bunch of which gave me no relief until I used
every . year strengthens it's populari
With him dis- - Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can
neutrality violator?.
ty
1.
f
f.uthfully recommend as they have
'appeared
the
it will
we
for it.
same hotel. Lieutenant made me sound and well." Sold by
the
occupied
Capital Pharmacy.
Morrow asks for information
about all druggists.
the whereabouts of Haynes.
WELL

.

MINISTER

Foley 10 dnsv Fills

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

well-know-

We Have
Sweet Peas Seeds

Mar-cellu-

Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.
ISE3

Grocery Co.

Southern Corner Plaza. Sonta
WE

Fe,

Tiir nun v nmiiin no

i int

Telephone No. 40.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS

WITH

ALL

CASH

nrau

ur.

-

bers,
Toiling in the starlight gleam.

Groceries and Delacatessen
FRESH CAKES

ufliLi

A Psalm of Irrigation.
(Mae Peregrine in thAlamogordo
News.)
Tell me not, in joyful numbers
Irrigating is a dream.
When you're forced to lose your slum

PURCHASES

Louis Napoleon
FRESH PIES

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

EVERY DAY

Down the paths of direst sorrow,
Lies the irrigator's way;
For the winds that blow tomorrow
Steal his labor of today.

Irrigators' lives remind us
We should have a purpose grand
And departing, leave behind us
Gardens in the desert sand.

SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

Gardens, that perhaps another
When no longer we are seen

jUj

The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
ANY BOY
CAN RUN

THIS

We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly

lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.
tmu&w

it

We can furnish any horse power engine required for
work.
For sale by

FRANK F. G0RMLEY,

Wholesale
&

Santa Fe,

your
N. M.

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

ALFALFA SEED
All Kinds of Flowers and
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

IS

45

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

LEO HERSCK

EIugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

i

Let us do, lest others do us:
Early at our task and late.
Think of what would happen to us
If we didn't irrigate!
Methodist

Phone Red 100

RIDE IN THE MOON

i-

zozo on May 1.

30 H. P.
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
SANTA FE GARAGE

$1,500

Palace Ave.
i

r

Todav

F.rtwarrt

mm

a

MARCH

ook's Pharmacy
Phone 2 1 3

pr

Wright of Alamogordo is hearing arguments on the sufficiency of a bond
for $15,000 signed bv citizens nf T.ln.
coin in the county seat
fight against"
carrizozo.
Guilty of Second Dcsfm Mnri.,
Abran Mondragon was found guilty
of murder in the second
degree at

nj.

r

Chaves Gang Arrested At Trini- SIERRA COUNTY CATTLEMAN
AMONG THE MISSING.
dad, Colorado, the police have arrested the members of what they believe
to be the Chaves gang which has Left Las Animas Last November and
Disappeared From El Paso on
been stealing horses in northern New
Dec. 14 Daughter MakMexico. The men arrested are Fred-ricing Search.
Chaves, M. Chaves, and Joseph
The Chaves ranch is said
Mackley.
Miss Alice Murray, of Las Animas.
by the Trinidad police to be the
where the alleged stolen pro- Sierra county, is at El Paso,
in
Texas,
an effort
to
find
perty was exchmged and sent to dif- some
trace of her father, M. H. Murferent sections to be sold.
Just a Centipede Jesse N Dawson, ray, a prominent New Mexico cattlein a saloon at Carrizozo, one morning man, who disappeared from El Paso
on December 14, and nothing heard
at nine o clock, last week, felt a
from him since that time. Mr. MurHe paid little atsting in his thigh.
left his home in Las Animas on
tention to it.
Two hours later he ray
felt a vigorous bite that set him yel- November 25 to sell a trainload of cattle in Kansas City. The draft for
ling and divesting himself of his bi
furcated garment, but not quick this sale was returned to an El Paso
bank, having been cashed at Kansas
enough to avoid several more bites
City and the full amount, $6,500 taken
from a huge centipede
which had
by Mr. Murray.
A letter dated Decrawled up his pants legs.
The cember 14 and written on Hotel Shel- moral is obvious. '
don stationery was received by the
Sanatorium
Closes
Alamogordo
family. In this letter the cattleman
ine Alamogordo Sanatorium
was said he would be home to
go to Kan
closed last Friday, and Dr. Saltzgaber sas
City. Mr. Murray told his family
moved the patients to the cottage san- that he was
to go to Mexico
atorium.
It is to be regretted that to buy moreplanning
cattle. The fact that
this instituion should cease business he cashed the draft for
the Kansas
and it is hoped that some deal may City
shipment tends to show that he
be consumated whereby it may soon intended to
go to Mexico and would
be again placed on sound footing and need the mnnv
reopened for business
Alamogordo the rattle
vh,
!;uoaiuic CUU1L UiiS
av..j
News.
been made to
locate the missing cat
Indictments at Carlsbad In the dis tleman, Detectives have been
emnlov- trict court at Carlsbad, Chief Justice ed and have been at work on the
mys- A . H.
Pope presiding, the grand jury terious disappearance, but without
has thu3 far returned seven inrliVt. success. It is feared that he has met
ments: Albert Davis, burglary, lar- with an accident or has been held
up
ceny from dwelling and unlawfully in Mexico by the insurrectos.
carying a concealed weapon; Genaro
Merla, forgery; Oscar Randell, burg
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- lary; Earl C. Dockey, criminal as
M S Ornvps is fnwmnn r1 wnrrl fnr onw od
sault.
the grand jury; Miss Irma Brockle-- ! not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
man is stenographer of the Grand F J. CHENEY Sr CO.. Toledo, f)
jury; Doc. Vest, J. T. Cooper and R.
We, the undersigned, have known
E, Dick are bailiffs.
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Five Dollar Jug of Whiskey Causes believe him perfectly honorable in all
Murder According to the Carlsbad business transactions and
financially
Argus it was a $3 jug of whiskey that able to carry out any obligations made
caused a murder near Carlsbad last by his firm.
week, when Martin Hernandez, aged
WALDINQ, KINNAN & MARVIN,
19 years, was found dying under a
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
bush of mesrpiite where he had been
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intercarried by three men, two of them nally, acting directly upon the blood
holding him while the third shot him and mucous surfaces of the system.
sent free. Price 75c.
through the left breast.
The .45 Testimonials
caliber pistol was held so close to the per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
body that the shirt was burned and
the skin blistered from the discharge
bix men have been arrested thus
far.
You
Need
Tried to Kill Woman, Then Him-sel- f
B. H. Yulkersen, a painter, who
A
II
has been working in Las Cruces for
several weeks, was arrested on a
charge of attempting to cut a Mrs.
Williams with a knife, and then trying to shoot himself with a pistol. The
woman he tried to kill, and whom- he
-wounded slightly with his knife, was
one of the carnival people who had
been held here as a witness in the
Rincon shooting affray. It is claim
ed that Yulkerson loaned the woman
and others who were held with her.
and that she refused to repay him after receiving her witness fees from

of choicest White

Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.
India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity

o

w

Church The con
tract has been let for a $5,000 building for the Methodist
Episcopal
church at Carrizozo.
Old Story of .22 Rifle Eight year
old Bruno Navarete at - Paso fatally
wounded Julian Ricos. aged 9. while
playing with a .22 caliber rifle.
Post Office Store Robbed The nost
office store at Hondo, Lincoln county,
was burglarized and $35 in money
besides several checks stolen.
Hilario Becomes Hilarious Hilario
Duran was arrested at El Paso for
being drunk and having a pistol on his
person.
Hilario is a watchman at
the city water works.
at Fairview
Spinal Meningitis
Harry Havill, the only son of Georee
H. Havill, and foster son of Mr. and
frank H. Winston, died at Fairview.
bierra county, of spinal meningitis
Salesman in Trouble John O. Sanester, salesman for a Raton clothing
and shoe store, has been arrested
charged with helping himself to wear
trom his employer's
ing apparel
store.
Drunken
Man Shocks
Romero's
Modesty Vivian Uiavez and San
tiago Padilla were arrested at Las
vegas for using sulphurous and vile
language while drunk
Th
plaining witness was Onofre Romero.
Domestic
Science
Teacher Miss
Anne George,
teacher in domestic
science department of the El Paso
High School, has been chosen head of
tne domestic science department of
the Normal University at Las Vegas
mree Fires in One Week Last
week three fires occurred at. P.lnvis
Curry county.
The Cavendar hnild- ings were almost demolished by the
flames ; a barn on West Grand avenue
was destroyed and a residence in the
western part of town was damaged
the territory.
by fire.
Death of Mrs. M. R. Buchanan-M- rs.

Ora Spearman Buchanan, wife
of M. R. Buchanan,
manager of the
electric light plant at Silver City,
died of tuberculosis.
She came to
Silver City six months ago from Nava-sotTexas. She had been married
six years.
Looking for Sanitarium Site Last
week, Alfred St. Cyr of Montreal,
Canada, accompanied by the mother
superior and a sister of the Grey Nuns
of Canada, were at
Deming, Silver
City and Fort Bayard,
looking up a
site for a sanitarium for tubercular
patients from Canada.
Tried to Break Into
Pnc:,.
An unsuccessful
attempt was made to
oreak into the Silver Citv nost nffW.
The intruder while remnvin? th irvn
gratings from a post office window
was frightened away by Mrs. Corbin,
owner of the building and who occupies the second story of the structure.
District Court a tCarrizozo rHatw,t
court for Lincoln county will convene
in the public school house at Carri-

THOMAS K DELGAD0, Mgr.

1

unburdened, carefree brother,
May enjoy our pastures green.

An

New

ENGINE.

iii

Our beautiful lines for Spring repre-

sent the most complete assortment

riZ?llTeVjltS

Itinter
if

White Goods For Spring

e

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

Bros. Co.

Selipan

A

Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
Flaxon
Voile

Batiste

Great Array of Dainty Materials
Temptingly Priced
FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

IN

r'l

CITY

Phone 39

E"S WHERE. WG0

v.

i

'

FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE
LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR
BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE
BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.
.
i
,'iifae,
!

Wood-Davi-

Hardware Co.

s

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14.

pn0ne 14.

Don't

Reminder

torn

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Table
uruggutsiefundmoneylf it alls to cure E
n.t.tiuvt, signature Is oa each box 2

We Have Built Up

that our Tailoring is perfect because
that fact is well known all over town.
But we may remind you that we have
just received a fine line of Spring
Suitings and Overcoatings and that
now is your chance to have either or
both made up to your order.
We
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
you will be satisfied with the charge,

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON

Yankee.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
TTT
O

SEZxur8.
Telephone

Lump

cerrillos
Smithing Coal.

tt-ti.
oaweuJ vvooa anai mnaiiDg.

rK
85

1

.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

lB!mi

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the
Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the
Tesuque at a

FOR

OrlLL

Bargain"

too.

Modern Residences for Rent.
101

Washinffton Ave

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

LIVERY STABLE

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
From
WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have
modern facility for furnishinc
very begt rpugh or dressed

BARRANCA TO TAOS
vrv Meets Both North
South
the
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the
Lumber
of every description. We are thui (he north bound train and
enabled to make the very beat prices Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
for Lumber
of
uch high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack
teams.
contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

arrival ot
arrives at
any other
and good

r $5.00

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Morses.

CALL

IIP

-

Wl

ft

mUllC

7

CHA5. CLOSSON

"BJBBWWBWBISMSB"

WINDS

'THnA

fa ftarf

f Jhrytthg

rau,tsiEKBi

rjmercTiriifetefi

Dm Qaspar Av.

"--"

IIIIMHWHi

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result

of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions
may
not be entirely preventable, but
can
be
made less annoying.
they
we
can
ZOOK'S
BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
Perhaps
help you, we have
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to
keep
in
all
kinds
of
complexion
weather.
your
perfect

Zook

Pharmacy
Phone 213

I

Wmi
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CERTAIN RESULTS
Nothing uncertain aDOut the work
of Doan's Kidney Pills in Santa Fe.
There is plenty of positive proof of
this in the testimony of citizens. Such
evidence should convince the most
skeptical doubter. Read the following

statement:
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, College St., Santa Fe, N. M-- , says: "Several years ago I used Doan's Kidney
Pills and I was cured of a had attack
of kidney complaint. At that time a
statement appeared in the local papers, telling of my experience and I
now take pleasure in confirming all
that was then said in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills. I had pains in my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
an there were othe.' troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement
was noticeable and tho contents of
two boxes restored m7 kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
the pain from my back. I am glad to
say that during the time that has
since passed, my cure has been per-

made by Christ from the time he Lift
the throne of Pilate until he was laid
in the tomb, after making the great
sacrifice for mankind.
The stations of tne cross is more
than a beautiful ceremony ; it is a
powerful incentive to meditate on the
death of the Savior and to.
passion-anrealize the meaning ot Holy Week
with its culmination in Easter when
Cirist rose again from the dead.
Holy Saturday.
Saturday is known as Holy
and the services begin at S::;o a.
m.
They consist of blessine of tha
fires, the Paschal candle, and water
which is known as "holy water" and
is a sacrament of the church always
found at the entrance of churches and
in the rooms of the faithful there is
usually a little font, too.
The Paschal Candle which burns
from Easter Sunday and forty days
afterward, is typical of faith and commemoration in a way of the sojourn
Christ made on this earth after His
resurrection, until He ascended into
heaven.
Easter Sunday.
Easter Sunday which is next Sunday, is the greatest feast of the vear
in the church and is alwavs celebrat
ed with the greatest joy. This is be
cause Christ proved His divinity bv
rising from the dead on the third
any and thus establishing firmlv His
church.
After forty days of prayer,
fasting, of silence and abstemiousness, the church invites her children
to join with her in a song of
praise for
Christ risen, and the deacon of the
mass approaching the celebrant
says
in Latin, "I announce to you
great
joy: Christ is risen from the dead."
The choir burst forth to the
joyous
peal of the organ in glorias and

j

HO

HAS

BEGUH

d

Services

Thursday,
and
Saturday at
Friday
Cathedral

Special

ARGHBISHOP WILL PONTIFIGATE

Last Days of Lent Are of Unusual Devotion for All the

Faithful.
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POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

COOKS
SPOIL THE BROTH.

MANY

Roswell Jail Has Had a Variety
Them in the Past Few Weeks.
Has a Pretty One Now.

(Roswell Register Tribune.)
superintendent of schools, but if her
C';:piain Charles L. Ballard, fornv-Rider and sheriff of Chaves
to have assessment roll does not show up the
Delegate Andrews awx-arsince state- probate judge has to do the work. county and his jailer C. R. Young can
"gone into the Bilenhood received its solar plexus. Hut Graham county had a superintendent hot'.st of as versatile lot- of jail chefs,
of schools, but when Greenlee
ever held down a stove from con-was
apiiearances are often deceptive. He
drunks
may be camping on an Indian's trail sloughed off she fell back into the !ti:ih,tiid Chinamen, ordinary
The proha'e noo' eggrrs down to a pretty country
Fort Sumner Re- probate court class.
over in Oklahoma.
Iiik Shaw and ('hung Wall.
judge asked for the records, and
publican.
erintendent Woods refused to turn,1 two Chinamen who were smuggled
them over, claiming they could not into the t'nited States, it is claimed.
Just a Little Whitewash.
of Police, Edward M. Fink
fire him in the middle of a term, and.j by
a
whitewash
little
tried
Have you
El Paso, were
held here by the
on that rusty looking Imillulng anrf if they thought they could he had the of
admission act to back him up, where government for thirty months as
News.
Clayton
fencing?
had especially provided he nesses and they held down the posi
No, but we seen it tried with what
should remain in office till Arizona tion as chef a., well. It. E. Nix.
apieared to be satisfying results on was admitted as a state. Tho
probate an old time ci'izcn of El l'aso, who
a few dirty politicians in New Mexico.
it to the supremo court, was charged with being Implicated in
took
judge
Lakewood Progress.
to the illegal entry into the
We believe most of it has been used asking for an injunction to throw him regard
out. The supreme court evidently Cnited States from M.'ir, is
in Washington. Colfax County Stocka fifteen months sentence in
took no more stock in the admission
man.
act as did the late constitutional con- the Santa Fe penitentiary.
Shortly
a
for it promptly threw him out. after the Chinamen were exported.
vention,
The Biggest Question.
By the same token the other officers James Hardeman, an old tinw wolf
Possibly the Range has been cen- of Graham county have had their catcher, who was in jail on a s
sured in some quarters and by some wages trimmed to meet the rules of a
after conviction in the liis'nc
individuals for it3 persistent plug for second class county, while their broth- court of bootlegging, took charge of
If censure there is, it is ers in Greenlee are drawing
statehood.
the kitchen and was made a trus y
s
His time expired the other day an l
welcome, for after all, it is the bigpay. Western Liberal.
his position as chef was taken by Mrs
mmm
gest question in New Mexico today.
Its accomplishment will mean as
Stephen Lee, a bride of two iwi-Colonel Albright "Seein' Things."
much as two good rains, one bountiThe New Mexican refers to the and who was formerly Miss Margie
ful harvest and a Camino Real and
Range as "Gloomy Gus," and says one Wiggins, who lived on the plains :,car
two railroads. Raton Range.
of our recent editorials is "hot air." Plainview, New Mexico, and had come
to town and married St?p;icii Lee, a
It. "air" hot" and no mistake and there
Three Days Was Enough The Lib- in lies our offense.
It is charged that they went
As for being barber.
eral was not mistaken in the opinion gloomy, the Range is the only state- on their honeymoon trip to tli" plains
of beddiu?, towels
of what Deming would do with the hood
optimist in the bunch. Raton and took a quantity
For the city Range. Not quite the only one, here etc., that was not their pDporty.
Prohibition question.
election held Tuesday there was put i: another that didn't throw up the Their honeymoon trip was interrupted
up a Prohibition ticket, which, if elect- sponge as did the New Mexican im- and they were brought Imcx he.e by
ed would have fixed the license mat- mediately after Beveridge, through his an officer and Justice H. !. Bell gave
ter so that no liquor license would man Owen, kicked us under the table. them fines and costs and on account
All Demingites
have been issued.
The apitellation "Gloomy Gus" hardly of being unabe to settle same, will
swear that the Deming water is the fits the case. A new one might be keep both in jail for a peril d of sixty
Mrs. lx-- say, if she was
best in the world, but the old timer appropriately applied, however, to the days each.
appreciates that not even Deming wa- New Mexican editor as "Pessimistic guilty she would not. nn.ij the sen
ter will answer all purposes. Election Paul." As regards statehood, the New tence, but she says she is not guilty
day was the third day of the drouth, Mexican is still struggling in a slough and that Mr. Lee is not gii:'.;y either.
the saloons having been closed Sun- of despond. "Hope deferred maketh I.ee came here front Austin, Texas
day, on general principles, and on the New .Mexican's heart'' all torn to and worked in a local barber shop.
Monday, on account of school election, smithereens. Come now, Pessimistic The bride is a very preUv blonde and
and the voters considered this long Paul, cherry trees are in bloom, buck had held a position as domestic with
ticket up. The Hon. William J. Bryan is in several of the leading iunihos of the
enough, and the Prohibition
was defeated two to
Washing! in working for statehood city.
Liberal.
for both territories and his suggesBMW
tions of necessary legislation have WILL HAVE TO ANSWER
SERIOUS CHARGES HIMSELF.
been adopted. To say that he is "the
Enabling Act Did Not Save Him
When Graham county got rid of much repudiated one" is viciously un.
Who
Greenlee she did not get rid of all her kind. Remember that the Democrats Rev. Samuel
VanWagner
Figured Prominently in Statehod
troubles, in fact it took a law suit to are at the helm in the House and

Silence That Counts.
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This affidavit, sworn to before
Kiehwald, is alleged to have stated
that Juan Montoya was the late husband of Van Wagner's mother; that
the land described was in her possession as the widow and only legal heir
of the late Juan Montoya, and that
she, the said Manuclita B. do Montoya
v. as entitled
It is
to tho patent.
a'loged that Gonzales, the register,
then forwarded the paten" to Van
Wagner, tho latter declaring in his affidavit that tho receiver's duplicate receipt, which should be sent, to the
to receive the patent, had been
It is alleged that Van Wagner
'!
'his patent in his possession
'ri'intiis.
A' erney Elego Baca for Juan
Mo;,'., a
that both Juan Montoya
ami i: - wife are still living at Carthie. s'. M and havr no children:
that ii has been attorney to Montoya
in Tiii and o'her matters for
four
years past: that he has in bis possession the duplirate receipt fur entry
N"o. 0:544. and that close
investigation
has disclosed no oth-than Juan Montoya who would tit. lli- rase or ro to
substantiate the affidavit to which
Van Wagner is alleged to have falseThe patent, it is alleged,
ly sworn.
is now in the hands of tlu register
at I.as Crucps. having been returned
to that official when
'he register
rote Van Wagner and demand.-its
return on the ground that he was not
entitled to it.
"Van Wagner was brought in from
Cuba, 11U miles, to Bernalillo by a
deputy sheriff and committed to jail
after he failed to furnish the specified
bond.
"Van Wagner has been for some
years past, it is said, a minister at
Cuba and recently came into prominence in connection with the charges
of fraud in the statehood
election
filed before the house committee on
Van Wagner
stated
territories.
among other things, that he did not
consider his life sale in that section
or words to that effect,
and made
very serious charges against E. A.
Miera of Sandoval county and others
with equally strong statements as x
ftaud, illegal liquor selling and other

da:t.

The feast known as Palm Sunday
was celebrated here yesterday and it
ushered in Holy Week, the final week
in Lent.
The ceremonies at the Cathedral of
St. Francis were particularly impressive and were attended by many hundreds of people. The Vicar General,
manent."
the Very Rev. Antonio Fourchegu.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 was celebrant of the mass and the
Co., Buffalo, Rev. Joseph Pugens, chancellor, and
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United the Rev. Carlos Bobst were deacon
while the Rev. Jules
States.
and
Remember the name Doan's and Deraches was master of ceremonies.
After being blessed the palms were
take no other.
given the faithful who will treasure
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
them until this time next year. The
usual procession then took place, the
Connections made with Automobile celebrant and other officers of the
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. mass passing down the main aisl3
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- preceded by acolytes and then, after
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- a brief pause outside, returning to
well at 3:30 P. m. Automobile leaves the sanctuary.
The
The chanting of the Passion of Our
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. in.
fare between Santa P and Torrance Lord in Latin was done with the usual
Father Fourchegu made
The bells of the church which had
is $5.80 and between Torrance and solemnity.
Reserve seats on auto- announcements in both Spanish and been silent again ring out the
Roswell $10.
tidings
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
English as to the services of Holy and everyone feels the joyousness of
Week.
the feast.
On this day the collection is taken up for the Pope.
Holy Week.
This is the last and the most aus
in tne atternoon on Easter, tha
tere of the Lenten season, ushering
will confirm a large class
of
in as it does, the remembrance
tne ceremony beginning at 3 o'clock.
the great mystery of our redemption
General Observance.
through the sufferings and death on
The week known as Holy Week is
the cross of the Savior. It is a week
basket leaves Monday TnesJay when the faithful spend much time in generally observed in Santa Fe, most
people
from giving recepReturns Thursday and Friday. meditation on the great tragedy en tions andrefraining
parties which interfere with
acted at Calvary.
the solemnity and sadness of the
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
Thursday, April 13, is known as set apart to commemorate in a days
sne- on
and
is the day
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
Holy Thursday
cia- way the
passion and death of the
which Christ instituted the Blessed havior.
Phone No. 23 Red
Sacrament at the last supper. It is
No Pictures.
called Maundy Thursday from the anThe picture exhibition which holds
them "Mandatum novum de vobis,"
Open Day and Night
for'h each night at the Elks' theater
formerly sung at the washing of feet will
stop during the entire week and
in commemoration
of the action of
La Salle Restaurant
(heater will be closed until Eastthe Savior in washing the feet of the the
Hearing is Arrested.
get rid of some of them. In Arizona, we've got the "World" with us. New
er Sunday when there will be a
twelve apostles. The ceremonies on
if a county is rich enough she lias a Mexico State Democrat.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
at night with Morrithis day will begin at 9 a. m. at the
Says the Albuquerque
Morning
Two boors below F. Andrews Store
Cathedral and His Grace the Arch- son's orchestra to discourse sweet
Journal:
music.
At the morn
"On complaint of Juan Montoya of
MARRIED WHEN DRUNK
bishop will pontificate.
REGULAR MEALS 25c
ville Creenway, Thompson, bride of
Church of the Holy Faith.
ing service the beautiful ceremony of
WAS SORRY WHEN SOBER. M. Thompson who was married after 1 arttiage, boeorro county, Kev. bam b.
At. the Church of the
SH0R7 ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
blessing of oils takes place. These
Holy Faith
an
ride in an automobile, Van Wagner, of Cuba, N. M., was aroils are those used in conferring the Protestant Episcopal,
Palm Sunday Seven Divorces Granted at On-- ; Ses made the definite announcement Tues- raigned before Justice of the Peace
BOARD !Y THE WEEK $5.00
sacraments of baptism, confirmation, was duly observed at the services
sion. Strong Drink Breaks Up
day that she will take legal action to Juan Mondragon of precinct No. 1 at things in the statehood ratification
yesterday in which Rev. James Grat- Orders and Extreme Unction.
Holy
Homes and Causes
Bernalillo, Sandoval county, charged election.''
have the hasty marriage annulled.
20c.
dish.
French Noodle order
tan
Mytnen and Father Villareal. offi
The day is one of great devotion
"I never want to see my husband with perjury in the securing of a pat- New York Chop Suey 50c.
ciated.
The music was of high order
to the Blessed Sacrament and the
again." she said. "I know that I ent to a United States homestead.
faithful make it a point to spend an unuer tne direction of Mrs. I. H. Rann
A di- don't love him."
1n
Van Wagner waived preliminary exDenver,
Colorado,
April
hour or more before the Blessed Sac- and the organist, Miss Hazel Simrta' vorce matinee
W- - H. KERR,
of seven
amination and was held to the grand
home
consisting
still
is
at
the
Mrs.
Thompson
During
Our Reputation
rament in thanksgiving for its instiHoly Week, services will be acts, was helfl in Juries Dunn's rlivis- Money
1468 A Blackstone ave- jury in a bond of $3,000, which he was
of
her
LAUNDRY
HUBBS
parents,
nem
tution.
...
o
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesrlnv ,
Agents
t
to
at
unable
furnish
Back
of
last
accounts,
a
This
Offer
half
block
from
nue,
'
Thompson's
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
...
,
baturday afternoon
at
Many persons follow the beautiful and
j ,..
in eacn act ami an home,
I1' w"e siuneu
440A Blackstone avenue.
. .
being reported still in custody at
We pay for all the medicine used
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays cust0m of receiving Holy Communion nVlnnb r
hUsba"d
some
was
"I
"
under
ionwiii
spell
the trial, if our remedy fails
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays on tnis tne
strange
during
instianniverSary of its
when I got married," she said. "After
'
AU worK is guaranteed; year
forenoon and Friday evening
The specific charges against Van to completely relieve you of constipa- tution.
had been in the automobile a short Wagner is that on August 4. 1910, he tion. We take all the risk. You are
Mrs Avis C' HolDrook
socks are mended and buttons
will be held, and the ch.irch will be
formerly
Good Friday.
sewed on you ehirt9. without
time I seemed to lose all power of
Avis
was
on
all
first
pen
the
Ceclla
with
Doebler,
i3
an
as
As
da;
the
it
sorrowful
appeared before Notary Public Aaron not obligated to us in any way what- hour
of meditaday is,
''
extra charge.
Sne was married to War- - resistance.
ould
Eichwald at Cuba and swore falsely in ever, if you accept our offer,
called "good" because on this day tion between two and three p. m. On l)roSram"When I accepted Thompson's invi- regard to an affidavit in which he at anything be more lair for you? Is
KNE RED 122. PHONH BWtJ
the sinful man was redeemed and Jiaster bunday there will be special ren Holl)rook February 6 last, after a
again made heir of the kingdom of mubic at tne torenoon service and courtsnip lasting less than twenty- tation to go automobile riding Sun- that time by means of said affidavit, there any reason why you should hesione
in day night, I only expected to stay out was seeking to obtain a patent.
our
four
and
Which
tate
to
to
had
a
claims
No.
its
hours,
heaven. It is the most solemn, the at 4:30 in the aftprnnnn th
put
practical
luc iuDitri
Whenever you want an easy shave
most sad of all the days in the year. iesiiv;.i of the Sunday school.
ception at a dinner party at the Al about an hour. The machine belong- 0344, under the United States land test?
As good as barbers ever nave.
to
ed
5735
Sheldon
of
Frank
Delmar
common-sensThe most scientific,
The services begin at 8 : 30 a. m. and
She left her husband
S. E.
N. W.
bany hotel.
Just call on me at my salon
laws, to the S. E.
At morn or eve or busy noon
ten days after her marriage and com boulevard, a friend of Thompson, and
consist of special devotion to Christ
laeorge Takes Care of Himself.
N. W.
section S and N. E. treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
Crucified. There is no mass celebrat-- !
menced an action for separate main a married man. He went with us.
I'll suit the contour of your face.
section 17, T. 5 S. K., are eaten like candy. They are very
N. W.
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
"Though I can't clearly remember 2 E., N. M. P. M. The land in quest- pronounced, gentle and pleasant in
me
ed on this day, but the host, conse-- !
Mexico
iew
tcnance
Alen's
court.
Her
now
are
in
Judge
politicians
Is
neat
clean
towelsare
and
My shop
crated the day before, is consumed by mighty busy trying to find a Job for attorney had that action dismissed what happened, I think it was Mr. ion is in Socorro county.
And everything I think you'll find
It is al- action, and particularly agreeable in
To suit the taste and please the mind.
the priest.
George Curry that will and at 2 o'clock Mrs. Holbrook got a Sheldon who suggested that Thomp leged that Jose Gonzales, register of every way. They do not cause diar- The kissing of the cross is a strik- - tane mm a long way from home be- - divorce in the county court. She said son and I get married. We went out the United States land office at Las rhoea, nausea, flatulence, griping or
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
to Iiusch's Grove in St. Louis county
ing devotion of this day as is the say lore tne nrst state election.
You that three days after their marriaee.
Cruces, sent a notice to Juan Mon- - any inconvenience whatever. Rexall
ing of the stations of the cross at needn't hurry George off, boys, you'll Holbrook told her he did not love her, I drank soda and the men drank lem- toya of Carthage, N. M., saying that Orderlies are particularly good for
.
onade.
Then we .went over to the
7 o'clock at night.
This is known as have plenty of time. It's just another that he loved another woman.
had arrived and was at his children, aged and delicate persons,
She Edelweiss cafe in
East St. Louis, but his patent No
"Via Crucis" or the "Way of the Republican
We urge you to try Rexall Orderlies
party
O. K. BARBER SHOP
promise. Clovis testified that Ho.jrook accused her we drank
disposal.
reply was received from
nothing there except soda
Cross, and there are fourteen sta Journal.
of marrying him while he was under
is stated that a letter at our risK. Two sizes, 10c and 25c.
but
it
Montoya,
lemonade.
and
tions on this "way," symbolic of the
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
was received by the register from Remember, you can get Rexall Reme-M- r.
the influence of liquor and that he told
"I wanted to go home, but I was
striking features of the final journey
REASONED IT OUT.
Van Wagner at Cuba, Sandoval dies in this community only at our
his friends that she was an adventuror something and couldn't
hypnotized
ess
him
that the patent be for- - store The Rexall Store. The
a
Ana Found
for his money.
and married
Change in Food Put Him
say so. I
sat there in the auto- county, asking
to him and inclosing an affi- - er Drug Co.
She told the court that she gave up mobile as ifjust
Right.
I was in a trance.
a clerical position to marry Holbrook
A man does not count as
reto
had
unable
and
been
that she
wasted the
fn
.pnt tn rlavtnn
time he spends in thinking over his S&n the position on account of the ried and tnat we then
wen(. tQ the
business, but he seems loth to give the scandalous remarks her husband has sheidon home
In tne mornlng Mr
same sort of careful attention to him- - mad concerning her character.
She and Mrs. SneIdon went back
t0 cl
self and to his health. And yet his sot a divorce.
ten months. They have hundreds of
i0n with us in the automobile and we Chickering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
business would be worth little without
were
married.
Bush and Lane.
Wade, 438 Broadway,
and Arizona.
u good hea'th to care for it. A business toldMrs.theMargaret
court that before her mar-Co.
I
husband
"Monday night my
and
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
man tells how he did himself
M.
knew
it
William
she
to
Wade
went
to
the
good by riage
Hamilton hotel. In the Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
carefully thinking over his physical nothing of his disposition, but that morning he went to his work and I
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
condition, investigating to find out two days afterwards she received her returned to my
parents' home. That
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-demawiiai was needed, and then changing first lesson when he called her names, afternoon I went shopping and while
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
to
me
AO
rood.
a
I
PAL
&
was
NIGHT
DAT
choked and slapped her. Mrs. Wade
ngnt
walking: about downtown, mv
125 AVE
130 RED
more than half way in making the
and
Interior
many
PHONK
Pianos,
Player
"For some years I had been bother- - left her husband ten months after mind suddenly seemed to come back
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and satDONE
AND SATISFACTORILY
to me. I realized that I didn't love
PICTURE FRAmlftG TASTEFULLY
ed a great deal after meala. My food tne wedding.
She got a divorce.
over
six
firm
This
has
isfactory business transaction, not one
purchased
m nusDana ana could never live with
seemed to lay like lead In my stom- Drunk 912 Times.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
mm,
Rob-Mrs- Elizabeth Prichard said
ach, producing heaviness and dullness
An Easy Mark.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
and sometimes positive pain.
Of ert R- - Prichard, a grocer of Rollins-Los Angeles, April 10. After deed- course this rendered me more or less vill Colorado, was drunk 912 times
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE unfit for business, and I made up my in tne last tw0 anfl a nalf years she ing fiis home to his wife in return for
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CLRIO CO.
Sne got a decree on "love and affection," James Gautt, who
mind that something would have to be lived with hlmRoswell, New Mexico.
filed suit today to regain the nronar- done.
the ground of cruelty.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Reflection led me to the onnHnoinn
'"rhuoo wool.-a
after mv mnrriae-- ty a'Ieses that he was driven out of
"K !,
eomneIIe(1 to sleep in ;fi
that
Ranked by United States War Depart'
to
E.
the
Elizabeth
filling
stomach
Gordon, I was taken
.
ft
With indigestible food van
tQe dOg.
Institution.'
ment as "Distinguished
if
n.ivi,.;. Un ih. Tonltal with tvnhnirf fever 1 cf uttI " wuu
t0 tne dignity heaped
ble for many of the ills that human My husband called on .me twice and
ad,
Army officers detailed by War Depart'
Gautt char8es that soon after v
"
ment
endures, and that I was punish- - then deserted me," said Mrs. Eliza-neoegan
occupying the barn as sleep- in
that way that was what beth D Gordon.
ing myself
She got a divorce.
Thorough Academic course, preparing was
ing quarters he received a communime
so
a
Mrs.
making
and
dull,
heavy
Berry,
pretty
girl
business
life,
Fanny
or
cation from his wife to the effect that
young men for college
. ,
ureat araouit of open air work. Health- uncomfortable, and unfit for business scarcely out of her 'teens, told the he must either vacate the barn or
pay
I concluded to try Grape- - court that Jacob Berry slapped
after
meals.
and her $10 a
Successor to B. P. Williams
ft1
iest location of anv Military School in
month rental."
'
Nuts food to see what it could do for choked her on the streets.
Berry
Sf-- ' i v; "
the Union.
This
Located in the beautiful
too
mi
wiis
much
for
As'!t
Gautt.
mefiled his answer. He alleged too much ne had deeded
it.-!
Pecos Vallev. the rarden soot of the
the property to hisU
rKV.A"..,...
"I have been using it for months mother-in-laas the cause of their wife
IS???
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
during her good behavior,
he!!i;
am
glad to say that I do not trouble.
He said his wife refused to now asks the court to
sea level, sunshine every day, but little now, and
declare him 'v.
suffer any longer after meals; my food keep house.
Mrs. Barry obtained a owner and master of
ram or snow during session.
his house,
seems to assimilate easily and perfect- - divorce.
They were married less
"(I
t)
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all ly, and to do the work for which
it than a year ago. She left her hus- A Reliable Medicine NOT
!(; I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
A
NARfrom
was
standard
eastern colleges
graduates
intended.
band after living with him six months.
COTIC.
"I have regained my normal weight.
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
That her husband, Gene Garret Sta- uorougbly furnished
Mrs. P. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says: yi
find
and
business
una
that
Is
an
a
in
ucaicu, uguicu
noaeni
pleasure ley, pulled her hair, choked and beat "Our little boy contracted a
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night 'k
f,
once more can take more interest her, was the charge Mrs. Nora May
trouble
and as the doctor'; if. to furnish
I will
in it, and my mind is clearer and more Staley made in getting her decree.
REGENTS- -E
A. CAH00N President
you with any kind of a rig you may want.
medicine did not cure him, I gave hirr
a'rt'"
Jessie T. Brady testified that Claude Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in v endeavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
Name given by Postum Co., Battle O. Brady has deserted her and has which I have
great faith. It cured
j. r.M.wuuc ireasurer,
:
:
:
your patronage.
Creek, Mich.
made no provision for her support. the cough as well as the
W.
ATKINSON, Secretary,
choking and
to
Road
Read
"The
in
Wellville,"
a
She
was given decree,
and W. A. FINLAY.
gagging spells, and he got well In a
pkgs. "There's a Reason."
George Elbert has asked a Uivorce short time. Foley's Honey and Tar
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
For particulars and illustrated cata
Ever read the above letter? A new from Elizabeth Elbert, whom he al- Compound has many times saved us
logue address. CoL JAS.W. WILSON.
one appears from time to time. They leges deserted him November 1, 1909. much trouble and we are never withSanta Fe, N.'M ft
Phone 139 Red
.Superintendent are genuine, true, and full of human
out it In the house." Sold by all
Hypnotized By Joy Ride.
'A
i merest.
i
...
ist. Louis. Mo.. Anril 10. Mrs. Ne- - diugglsts.
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a larg and growing circulation
amone the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

been barren wastes and useless tor
lack of waters.
Every acre so rendered susceptible of cultivation is a
permanent addition to the wealth of
the country, and a permanent benefit
to the city which controls its business.
For this reason Santa Fe should
regard with great interest every
of New York's tenement ject which looks to the irrigation of
There are a
district; it would prevent. .the rush to lands in its vicinity.
the cities of immature boys and girls number of enterprises of this nature
and some partial-meafrom the country towns; it would in contemplation,
that employes would not be ly completed; but the one to which
citizens have been looking
crowded on the twentieth or thirtieth
it would pre- - forward for more than twenty years,
stories of
vent holocausts; it would solve many as the largest and most important,
Some of the factor- - is the reclamation of a large body of
labor problems.
ies in New York get their raw ma- - land lying, above the old acequia
terial in New Mexico: some of them lines at Velarde, La Joya, and down
Rio Grande to Alcalde, San Juan
ship their products to New Mexico, the
and political economy, as well as and Santa Cruz.
Three attempts were made to
common sense, would dictate a better
of industrial establish- - struct a high ditch in that vicinity,
ments.
starting from the mouth of the Em- But the lesson of the holocaust that D"" Canyon; but each attempt was
demanded Ml lives, most of them abandoned because the greatest part
of the land to be irrigated was on the
girls, is that the people in the cities
do not know how to govern them- - Sebastian Martin Land Grant,
s
At length, about ten years ago,
It is true, here are some
selves.
who blame the owners of the ceedings were begun to get the land
But these title into shape, and this required
factory for the holocaust.
under con- - much time, as more than 500 heirs
owners merely worked
Some would were found, and their interests had to
ditions forced on them.
The
impoverish be ascertained and protected.
imprison those owners,
them with fines, but that would be labor was largely increased by the
punishing the wrong parties. The en- - care taken to survey and segregate
tire people of New York City should all of the occupied tracts of land on
be blamed for tolerating such a city the grant, lying on both sides of the
government as that which Tammany Rio Grande, as far east as Ojo Sarco.
This careful protection of the Tights
gives them.
"That rain of scorched bodies," de- - of the settlers, added at least a year
Clares the editor of the Philadelphia to the time, and $2,400 to the cost of
North American, "was caused by a the legal proceedings, which occupied
defect in our civilization the pervert- - more than seven years,
ed view that places property right3
M Freeman
Hon
of Greeley,
There should Colorado,j has been interested in this
above human rights."
be universal recognition, he goes on matter for many years, believing that
to say, that the frightful death of it wag the finest irrigation enter-thos- e
girls "was not an accident, not ,prise n the Southwest; and at the
an 'act of God,' but a crime, done by partition sale he purchased the undi-none of the men now assailed, butVided part of the Grant for nimse(
.
by careless, selfish, or cowardly so-- and frjends
a company was then
of
we
and
all
which
and
of
you
ciety,
organized, of which Judge Freeman
us are a part."
Everybody is to .was president and treasurer; Hon. L.
blame, he continues more specifically, Bradford Prince,
and
who "does not make active and con-- . secretary, and Elias Clark of Alcalde,
tinuous protest against the criminal general manager; and it was expected
universal alliance of that tne jon desire(j improvement
but well-nigbad politics and bad business in our would be made without delay.
The New York Times recities."
But the Elephant Butte project
marks that the responsibility for not was an insuperable obstacle. The
foreseeing and preventing the disaster company applied for a permit to take
"is so widely distributed that in the water from the Rio Grande and this
last analysis something of it rests on was refused. It then filed a new apus all." "That such a killing on such plication, asking to have a reservoir
a scale can occur in New York is, on Embudo creek, but again failed, as
indeed a reproach to every citizen," the officials of the Reclamation Ser
says the New York Globe, which adds vice objected. Finally it had to be con
that "the guilt is of the system, and tent to begin with a small project to
on the people as a whole, rather than cover about 750 acres, a permit for
And the World ad- which was issued last December. This
on individuals."
mits that "in the matter of safeguard- is intended to be part of the extening its citizens, New York itself is on sive enterprise to be carried on when
the Elephant Butte matter is settled.
trial."
On March 20, work was begun, unNew York, a3 much as Santa Fe,
needs the commission form of govern- der the direction of W. Guy Turley,
business bas- as engineer in charge, and a large
ment on a
is. If Santa Fe has inefficient police number of teams has been since em
This is a matter in which
protection, it is because of politics and ployed.
lack of responsibility and authority Santa Fe is intensely interested. All
of any one man for the police de- of the region to be reclaimed is withpartment; if it lacks in other partic- in the business sphere of this city.
ulars; it is for a similar reason. The The enterprise is expected ultimately
New York papers recognize this same to bring about 1,200 families into the
startling fact, for one of them says: valley, and this is a very substantial
"The investigations put in motion addition to our productive population.
No part of the Rio Grande valley is
since the disaster have already, in
the opinion of the pres3, revealed the superior to the section to be enlarged;
New York laws for fire--; protection in for forty years or more the highest
high buildings as a hopeless jumble, priced agricultural land in the whole
nearly all the Are bureaus of the city valley has been at La Joya. Whether,
government having a little authority all th new area will be devoted to
in the matter, while none of them, ap- fruit, or whether a beet sugar factory
will be placed there, is not yel deparently, has enough to be effective.
The very number of these official in- termined; in fact, the present small
ditch is but a beginning of the large
vestigations five or six, at least-se- rves
So enterprise ta be carried on when the
to emphasize this fact."
many guardians to watch, and yet no Elephant Butte embargo is removed.
watching done!" exclaimed The Even- But it is the most promising of all
"So many laws obeyed the projects near Santa Fe on the
ing World.
by a means that effectively nullified north; and one beauty of it is that
Centralization of authority the company will not sell one foot of
them!"
and a consequent centralization of re- the land until water is actually upon
sponsibility in a single department it.
are absolutely imperative," says the
Only a few days ago came the sad
news of the sudden death of Judge
Brooklyn Eagle.
Labor unions numbering a quarter Freeman, from pneumonia, at Greeley.
million members, last week marched He was a most lovable man, of amiathe streets of New Y6rk in silent ble disposition and strictest integrity,
protest against the conditions that and his loss is keenly felt by all who
caused the death of so many of their knew him.
number in such frightful manner,
THE SILK INDUSTRY.
and yet, the majority of those who
In the past few days , the New
marched in line muttering imprecations against the men who employ M. xican has reviewed reports of the
them, will on election day march to Census Bureau on cotton, woolen and
the polls and vote the Tammany tick- other manufactures.
The latest bulet, and for the continuation of the letin treats of the manufacture of silk
very same inefficiency, political graft and silk goods in the United States,
and perverseness in civic affairs, and in that industry the growth has
just as the class which growls loudest been even more remarkable than in
against lack of police protection and the manufacture of cotton and woolen
The writer well remembers
in Santa Fe's goods.
other shortcomings
municipal affairs, win shout loudest when the first silk mills were erect 5d
on election day against commission in the Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania,
government and against those who and were deemed more of a speculatwould advocate the election of real ion and experiment than a safe investment..
businessmen to municipal positions.
Today, the Lehigh Valley is
second only to Paterson, New Jersey,
SANTA FE AND IRRIGATION EN- in the manufacture of silk, and thouTERPRISES.
sands of young women and men are
The only way in which the area given steady employment, some of
of agricultural and horticultural de- them at very high wages. The United
velopment In New Mexico can be per- States la today the large. silk manumanently Increased is by the irrigat- facturing nation in the ;rid, having
ion ot lands which heretofore have passed even France. CI sa may tils-THE LESSON OF THE HOLOCAUST.
If two or three of th? thirty thousand factories of New York were located in Santa Fe; two or three in
Roswell; two or three in Albuquerque,
and if they were scattered over the
United States in that manner, there
would result better conditions all
around. It would relieve the terrible
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pute the claim but no statistics from
that country are available.
Phenomenal growth is shown by the
fact that, since the Civil War, the increase in the gross value of such
product is measured by the difference
between slightly less than $ l.ono.uun
and nearly $197,000,000. The increase
has been by leaps and bounds; trebling between 1S00 and 1SS0; more
than doubling during the next two decades; and increasing S3 per cent
between 1S99 and 19m9.
Of the S43 establishments reported
as engaged in the manufacture in
1909, there were 500, or OS per cent
of the total, in New Jersey and PennThe former state leads in
sylvania.
the number of establishments with
"17, showing an increase of 1G7, or
9:! per cent, since 1S99.
Pennsylvania
ranks second and gained 98 establishments, or 81 per cent, while New
York, with the next largest number
of mills, gained 76, or 83 per cent. In
.
.
,
,
uie oraer or vanie oi proaucis me
states rank as follows: New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, New York, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island.
During the decade the quantity of
raw silk imported increased from
pounds to 24,708,260 pounds,
or 82 per cent.
Although the imports from China
and France increased slightly, practically all the augmented supply came
from Japan and Italy. Japan supplies
of
f
of the quantity
nearly
silk imported at the present time.
The value of silk manufactures imported increased from $27,8S0,CS3 in
This is
1S99 to $32,707,9S2 in 1909.
an increase of 17 per cent in manufactures, compared with 82 per cent
for raw silk.
Of the total value of silk manufactures imported in 1909, France supplied 47 per cent, made up largely of
dress and piece goods.
Germany is the next largest contriband
utor, after which Switzerland
the United Kingdom follow in the order named.
The greater portion of the exports
of domestic silk manufactures are
taken by Canada and consist mainly
velvet and
of clothing, spun silk,
plush fabrics and embroidery silks.
These enormous imports show that
there is still room for expansion and
New Mexico by reason of its dry climate, its water power and coal, its
cheap labor and its proximity to important markets, should not only have
si!k mills, but should make attempts
at silk growing.
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STRENGTH

Capital Stock
$150,000
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

SOLIDITY

SECURITY

''

The Clovis Journal has moved into Stover of Albuquerque; Hiram Hadley
an undertaking establishment but of Las Cruces; Rev. Harvey M. Shield
one would not suspect it looking over of Dawson; U. P. McCorkle of Hills-borand R. E. Lund, of Roswell.
Editor Mabry is getits columns.
Site Changed.
ting out not only a lively but a big
Washington, D. C, April 10. The
newspaper.
i
postoffice site of Cuba, Sandoval coun
The El Paso Herald must have slip- ty has been changed 25 yards east instead of two miies east as was at
ped a cog or skipped a week, for it
came out on Saturday gay with Ea3ter first ordered.
More Prisoners.
rabbits and flowers in red strewn
The
new prisoners were
following
over its first 'fcage.
taken to the penitentiary today. From
Pedro Maldonado,
IRRIGATION AND ROAD MATTERS. Socorro county:
two to five years; Lui Velarde, two
f
and
to five years; Felipe
(Continued From Page One.)
, Chaves, one to two years; Juan Mon- Roswell, E. A. Cahoon, president; and toya, three to five years; Faustino Lothe Chaves County Telephone com- pez, three to five years; Santa Fe
pany at Roswell, E. A. Cahoon, presi- county : Jam esA. Hayes one to one
dent. Also by the Duran Vaughn and one half years; Stephen Dardison,
six months to one year.
Trust and Savings Bank company:
The Western Printing Company
BLANKS
formerly having its main office at
Roswell and now at Hope, N. M., has
Printed and foi sale by New Mexinamed Abe M. Burnett as its authorican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
zed agent.
Mex.
Fine Headquarters.
Butchers' Bonfl, 2
Chief Clerk Rupert E. Asplund of
Sheriffs' M;.'
' Report of Lithe department of education stated to2
censes.
sh
seClark
has
that
day
Superintendent
ms Court Reports,
New Mexlc.
cured rooms at the Palace Hotel in
San Francisco for the headquarters Nos. 1 and 2,
.ti9T, $6.50 a voir
of New Mexico educators at the Na ume; 3 to 12 inclusive, $3.30 each;
tional Educational Association, which
Moneys Digest of New Mexico Re
will be in session in San Francisco ports, full sheet, $6.60. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License. 60 in Book,
July 10 to 15. Arizona will combine
with New Mexico defraying the ex- $3.00.
General License, B0 In Book, $3.00.
pense of the rooms, which are the
finest obtainable, and which will as- Nob. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
sist the educators of the two terri- 25c each.
tories in calling attention to their
Notification ol Change ta Assess
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
good schools and good teachers.
To Conduct Institute.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
R. W. Twining,
superintendet of 100 in Book. 75c.
schools at Gallup will conduct the
County Superintendent's Warrant
County Institute, but no date 50 in Book. 35c.
has been set.
Poll Tax Receipt. 60 in Book, 26c
8
Commencement Address.
Poll Books for City Election,
LAGS.
SAM
WHERE UNCLE
Governor Mills has accepted the in- pages, 50c.
"I don't know when I was as dis- vitation to deliver the Commencement
ot Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
agreeably surprised as I was last Oct- Address at the School of Mines on
full sheet.
of
flotilla
a
one
ober a year ago. On
"Socorro" on May IS.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
of nine steamers, I was with a party
full sheet
Postoffice Changes.
Applicant,
of Congressman going down the Mis2
Deposition of Witness.
Postoffices have been established at
and
to
New Orleans,
sissippi River
ser- sheet.
Grant
county,
Bramlett,
special
we did not meet a ton of freight on
2
sheet.
Final Proof.
vice from Apache, Arizona, 34 miles
all that great stretch of that grand
2
sheet
Contest Notice,
to the northwest, with Nathan N.
enthuan
been
river.
Having always
ft I
Proof,
as
Brantlett
Yearly
postmaster.
siastic advocate of waterway improve
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
A postoffice has been established at
ments, such a spectacle and condit
2
sheet
to
be
Sandoval
county,
Harence,
ion distressed me."
Affidavit of Contest Against Non- 12 miles to the
from
served
Senorito,
Thus spoke Representative Philip C.
sheet
northwest with James P. Earhart as Resident Entryman,
Mr. Campbell
Campbell of Kansas.
Notice ot Intention to make final
postmaster.
is just back from a trip to Canada,
sheet
The following postmasters have proof,
where he went on a tour of personal
Additional Entry,
sheet
BauA.
Celia
commissioned:
been
320 Homestead Entry,
investigation with relation to the pro- man of Blackrock, McKinley county;
the
posed reciprocity pact between
Charles D. McDermott of Faywood, sheet
Dominion and the Unifed States. Mr.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
Grant county, and Blanche Grandon
Campbell, in the last Congress was of
plicant, full sheet
Chaves county.
Thomas
Byried,
Chairman of the Committee on Levees
2
sheet
Relinquishment,
has been commissioned for
and Improvements of the Mississippi Branigan
Township Plats, 4 sheet
the third consecutive term as post
River.
Township Plats, full sheet
master at Las Cruces.
"In my district," said he, reverting
Commitment 4 sheet
Assistant Superintendent Resigns.
Poll Books for Town Election, S
again to the subject, of improving our
Assistant Superintendent Sampsell
waterways, "we are rather remote of the New Mexioo Reform School in pages. 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Difrom navigable rivers, but we are, Springer, resigned his position Wednevertheless, vitaly interested in the nesday, and Thursday with his family rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
promotion of the policy of the Nation- left for Albuquerque, where they will 30c and 40c.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
al Rivers and Harbors Congress for again make their home. During their
a broad and comprehensive system of residence of thirteen months in this Book, 25c.
shoet
Attachment Affidavit,
It should city they have made many friends, all
waterway improvements.
Bond. 4 sheet
Attachment
be adopted by Congress and no pains of whom
regret their lefving. Spring
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
spared to perfect a system which will er Stockman.
4
sheet.
embrace the entire country and subor
Cattle Sanitary Board.
sheet
Execution,
dinate all local projects to the one
The New Mexico Cattle Sanitary
sheet
Summons,
grand sehrr'c or system which will Board is in session today at AlbuCertificate ot Brand.-- 4 sheet
irr.l-us', (if every actually navigable querque.
Shep Contract 2 sheet
ftrcam of the interior and proper imNo One Willing to Be Postmaster.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
our
of
a
is
It
harbors.
The postofn.ee at McCarty's, Valen
provement
sheet
Appeal Bond.
shame that with the great na'ural sys cia county, will he discontinued on
Appeal Bond, Criminal. 2 sheet
tem of waterways with which we April 29, because no one has been
Stock Blanks.
have been so bountifully endowed, found willing to be postmaster.
ot
Sale
Bill
Animate Bearing VenMedical Board in Session.
that we have so flagrantly neglected
sheet
The board of health and medical ex dor's Recorded Brand,
our opportunities to solve the prob
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet
lems and master the difficulties of aminers is in session today at. the
Bill ot Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
I have gone along capital. The members of the board are:
transportation.
40c
of"
per book.
F.
J.
Pearce
the Rhine from Cologne to Mayence
Albuquerque, vice pres
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
and saw innumerable boats carrying, ident; W. D. Radcliffe, of Belen, treas
sheet
takin on and unloading an immense urer; Dr. J. A. Massie of this city Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, X 4
volume of freight in six feet of water. secretary; j. G.TWoir, of Deming, and
We do not do with our streams what Fred F. Doepp of Carlsbad. Dr. Rob sheet
Bill of Sale,
sheet
the Germans and other Europeans do ert Smart was appointed today to
to Gather, Drive and
succeed
Dr.
t.
Authority
late
B.
Hart,
president
with their waterways; and we can do
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Reof the board.
more, because we not only have deep
corded Brand,
sheet
Medical Board Appointments.
er, wider and longer streams, but a
to Gather, Drive and
Governor Mills today appointed the
Authority
more
in
all
country far
productive
following members of the territorial Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner"
things essential to life and comfort. board
of health: Dr. Robert
sheet
of Recorded Brand,
Pursuing the policy advocated by the Albuquerque to succeed the Smart
2
Affidavit,
late Dr.
National
Waterways
organization; T. B. Hart of Raton,
sheet
Dr.
deceased;
and standing firmly against the waste
Fred F. Doepp of Carlsbad; Dr. James
Deed ot Trust, full sheet
of a single dollar on any local project, A. Massie
of Santa Fe, and Dr. John
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
we can do more, in my opinion, to F. Pearce of
Laws of N. M.. 1897. $9.50.
Albuquerque.
Compiled
promote the commerce and bring pros
Applications for Parole.
Postage 45c.
perity to all the states than by any
The board of penitentiary commisNotary Record, $1.26 each.
other measure that involves the all sions at its' session
Saturday recomNotary Seals:
important question of transportation. mended the following applications for
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
The remotest corner of human habita parole be granted: Margarita Romesheet
Mining Deed.
tion in this country is directly con ro of San Miguel county; Jose C. Masheet
Mining Lease.
cerned in this great question.
All drid of San Miguel county; Jose Mora,
2
Coal Declaratory Statement,
business interests, all political parties, Gregorio Garcia and Julian Lucero, of sheet
state legislatures and the Congress Bernalillo county; Pedro Perea of SoLease ot Personal Property,
of the United State3, should unite in corro county; Leslie Johnston of Tor- sheet
rance
an effort to solve the question."
county; Elisandro Lucero of
Stamps, Etc.
Dona Ana county; Alberto Alvarez of
One line stamp, not over 2 2 inches
It isn't only in Santa Fe where Grant county; Jose Cordova of Col- long, 15c; each addltonal line, 10c
there would be mighty little civic fax county; J. L. Gibson of Grant extra.
spirit if It were not for the ladies county. The board disposed of much
Local daters, any towfl and date for
Said Judge A. Z. Blair, the Ohio routine business and then adjourned. ten years, $1.00.
The board was
by the
judge who sentenced two thousand
Regular line daters, lor ten years,
vote sellers in Adams county, Ohio, governor recently and organized by 35c
the election of J. H. Vaughn, presirecently:
Facsimile signature stamps, with
dent,' and Charles F. Easley, secretary.
women
wood
"To the loyal,
cut, $1.60.
Judge Mann Qualified.
sheet
o? Adams county, Ohio, I am willing
Warranty Deed,
Judge Edward A. Mann today qualiQuit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
to give the lion's share of the credit fied as district attorney for Bernalillo,
for purifying its ballots by means of Sandoval and Valencia counties, and Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note
the disfranchisement of more than therefore assumes charge of the office. Renewal ot Chattel Mortgage, 2
sheet
They stood be
2,000 of Its voters.
Delegates Appointed.
Replevin Writ, 4 sheet
hind me in every crisis, and did much
Governor. Mills, this afternoon apReplevin Affidavit, 4 sheet
toward attaining the final goal.
the
to
the
pointed
following delegates
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
men
of
Adams
of
Third
the
am ashamed
National Peace Congress at
county, which has been my home for Baltimore, Maryland, May 3 to 5. Jef sheet
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet, .
ferson Raynolds of Las Vegas; E. S
.
twenty years."
one-hal-

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms s
are given by any money transmiting agency public ot private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage ol the public Is
respectfully solicited.

one-hal-
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of the Best Hotels in the West

One

e

HOTEL
;

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample

I

Unexcelled

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West ot Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave

Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

124126

for

Room

TELEPHONE

88

BLACK

y

1--

HANDSOME ROOMS

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
KOOM-G- ood
Service. !j

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs.

L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

1--

1--

iett

1--

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

1-- 2

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.

2

1--2

1--2

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

1--

1--

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN
Proprietor.

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

CORONADQ HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST SIORT ORDER

1-- 4

1--

CUISINE

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOhD BATH S.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
E very Room
RATES 50ot
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per day J

4

1--4

1--

1--

2

1--

SOFT DillINKS

Telephone Red 35 and ha

your orders delivered.

1-- 4

Tte

(Mm

thinly as sometfaior

ALE, WILD CHERRY,

ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

1-- 4

2

following are suggested to the

FIZZ,

coal as

iwifing .

LEMON SODA, IRON BREW
COCO

:: :: x

COLA,

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
AH

drinks made from
filtered water

SANTA FE BOTTLING

s

W0RIS

HENRY

f-

WO,

Proprietor.

2

1--

Non-Miner-

1-- 2

Santa Fe Plumbing Bouse
Corner Water

& Galisteo

Phone Black

Sts.

Plumbing, Heating
-:
and Repairing

109.

:-

4

1--2

2

1--

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

1-- 2

General Express Forwarders
TO

1--

noble-hearte-

Parts of The World

AH

and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
v

Save Money

d

1-- 8

1--

1--

Paycble

Throughout '

U. S.,

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

1--

1--

jJ. D,J BARNES, Aggnt.
Jt

1--

1-- 4
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

Campbell, the contractor, is
here from Albuquerque.
F. J. Paradice, a hardware salesman
of Denver, Is at the Palace.
salesI. Larry Tarbell, a clothing
man, of Denver, is at the Palace.
Stanley D. Pearce, an attorney of
St. Loui3, is here on legal business.
R C

Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
President

PERSONAL MENTION.

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000.00

H. B. LAUGHLIN,

r. i. ll.U.'.n
vui,
T.

H. F. STEPHENS.

Cashier,

Yl

v

a.

.

k,u,u uwii- -

ter salesman, is here from El Paso.
J. M. cutler, wno sens electric
light fixtures; is here from Milwau- -

,

Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

Freeman of Greeley, Colorado, who
died a few days ago. was the president, was busily occupied in New
York when the nows of Judpe Freeman's death reached him: but he has
dropped other matters and is now on
his way to Denver to meet the Colorado directors of the company and
of
the
arange for a continuance
work on the La Joya project north of
Santa Fe. From th' ie he will come
direct to Espanola aiiil Santa Fe and
be here before the etui of the week.
Tnis dedded outlm.
of gayoty
whk.h ,nfeB(g the-0,t, took the
form of a trip to Los I.imas yesterday
where the crowd (were guests of Miss
Anita liergere for the day at the
home of her uncle, arnl aunt, Nationa'
Committeeman, ami ..il5..,SgJgjnon
Luna. From trie start" i'n."tiie' morn- inK until the return at. night just in
time to get into evening togs for the
dance at the Alvarado. which was a
glorious finale of a strenuous day it
was a day to be remembered and a
jolly success, despite the contrary behavior of the elements, which wouldn't
stay even for a gala day among the
Mrs. Harry Ranswells and belles.
kin was the chaperon, and as delightful in that role as in all others. Those
who spent the day a! the Luna home
in Los Lunas. y6turday, were Miss
Marie Hankin, M,iss Reina Grand l'hl.
.Miss Mary McMnstrs,
Mrs. Nina
Warren, Earl Wyldcr, A. Ringland.
Mr. Leopold and Mr Rogers. Albu- -

K-

-

representing a stove
company of Dowagiac, Mich., is at the
C. E. Burton,

THINKING

6 6

Is NOT Doing. ACT AT ONCE and take
Insurance in the BEST Fire, Life or Accident Insurance Companies
or have your Bond furnished by the BEST Bonding Company; it costs
no more to get protection in the BEST Companies and you are
SURE you get value received.

0.

C. WATSON & CO.

Agents, I5 Leading Fire Insurance Companies; District Managers, Mutual Life
Insurance Co., New York; General Agents, United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
0
Offices

1

19

San Francisco

-

'

M

St.

I''':--

Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Palace.
Attorney Neill B Field of Albuouer- que arrived at noon today on legal
business.
Dr. R. N. Header of Lake Arthur,
i3 here to take the examination by the
medical board.
N. A. Hardeman, the well known
hardware salesman of St. Louis, is at
the Montezuma.
is
Philip Newton of Washington,
here to take the examination before
the medical board which meets today.
A. H. Ireland, tie inspector for the
Denver and Rio Grande, is at the Mon- tezuma hotel. He has been at Es-- ,

MISS A. MUGLER

new line of Brass & Iron Beds to' suit all tastes
and purses. Our beds not only comfortable to sleep in but
"
,'!
an ornament to any home. - - AHRS-WAGN-

FURNITURE

ER,

EXPERT EMBALMERS

COMPANY.

&

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

DEALERS IN PROTECTION
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency,

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building

Santa
Phone Black

Fe,

N..M.

No. 52

OXFORDS

PUMPS,

and
HIGH

SHOES

in the

NEWEST

and most attractive styles for

MEN, WOMEN AND

CHILDREN

Our assortment equal to any city line.
Our ShoesThe Highest Grade.
JOHN PFLEUGER

. .

Shoe Specialist.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For Hire at
Popular Prices
CORRICK'S

I

i
i
i

I

HACK

Buggies and
Saddle Horses

LINE

THEODORE CORRICK,

Prop, ft

Ladies and Misses

J

IN STAMPED LINENS

DESIGNS

NEW

Such as CENTER PIECES, Etc.
An Excellent Assortment and all
he Materials for Working.

Kr

M

FOR

HEADQUARTERS

Millinery That's Newj
Lead

York

New

$4.40f?

dull,

$5.50.

Standard
Copper- - -- dull, spot and
May, $11.70fll.S5.
Silver 53
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago Wheat May SS

K

Corn

May 49

8

ft

July

30

2

ft
Oats

31
15.00;

May
Pork- - May
Lard May
Ribs May

July 31
July 14.65.

S.37

LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, April 10. Cattle

ceipts

Re
southerns.

600

including

10.000,

lower. Native
souffiern steers
$4.75'?! 0.10; southern cows and heif-- j
crs $3. 40ft 5.23; native cows and heifers $3i?! 6.23; stockers and feeders
$1X0'?! 5.90; bulls $4i5.25: calves $4
Cal: western steers $3 It 6.25; western
cows $3.25fj 5.25.
Hogs
Receipts 12.000. Market
ten to fifteen lower. Light $.23Ji
heavy $6Ti6.10; packers and butchers
Market steady to ten

steers

j

3.40Ti G.f3;

?6.0r,ff(6.30;

light

$6.23

iff

4
M

FAMOUS

M AN,

ALL the Desirable Styles
ARE

THESE SHOES

&

WEARING

FOR THEIR

NOTED

MAKE

Qualities
QUALITIES AND

BEAUTY

LASTING

6.35.

Market
Sheep
Receipts 12.000.
Muttons
steady to ten lower.
fed wethers,1
3.20; lambs
and yearlings $4.25!? 5.50; fed west-- !
em ewes $4'S4.C0.

ilN.T01SEI&C0j

j

$5.30-716.1-

Cattle Receipts:
ten lower. Beeves'
steers $4.101 5.05
western steers $4.805.73;
feeders'
$3.90(5.60; cows and heifers $2.60'$
Chicago, April 10.

30.000.
Market
5.15X0.80;
Texas

;

THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

calves $5' 6.75.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 5,000.
ten to fifteen lower. Bulk $00.30;
,6.65; mixed $6,1506.53; heavy $3.s3ft
6.40; rough $5.83'; 6.10- good to choice
heavy $6.10fi 6.40; pigs $6.23ff. 0.65; In
bulk $6.20ff 6.35.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 25,000.
weak to ten lower. Native $3fi 4.90;
western $3.1 35 5; yearlings $ 1.40 re
5.50; lambs native $4.75fi 6.25; west
3.80;

j

AND

PONGEES

FOULARDS

-

ern

$6.75?j6.25.

I

Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for your
Waists and downs, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

&

"QUALITY

PURITY"

-

Mexico Mounted Police, who
in Las Vegas on the Waldo Rogers
kidnaping case, made a flying visit
to Santa Fe yesterday. He returned
yesterday evening to the Meadow
City.
Edward L. Shaw, technical expert
of the Federal Tariff Board, is here
from' Washington gathering statistics
at first hand on the cost of producing
of wool and mohair. He will leave
for Denver tonight. Mr. Shaw is accompanied by D. C. Hanawalt of
Both have been at Sil
Washington.
ver City and Roswell.
Dr. Standley G. Small, who was op
erated on for appendicitis Saturday
morning, and who was in a very serious condition, is reported as holding
his own and physicians expect him to
recover.
There have been scores of
callers at the sanitarium to enquire
about his condition and hundreds of
people have asked daily about him.
"Hon. Solomon Luna came down
to Socorro Wednesday noon and left
the same day for his sheep ranches in
the western part of the county, where
he expected to remain for a month
or six weeks during the lambing sea
son. Mr. Luna put his new Ford auto
to use on this trip, C. P. Tiffany going along in the capacity of chauffeur." Socorro Chieftain.
W. H. VanKloeck and son of New
York, arrived this afternoon on the
Denver & Rio Grande train after a
trip over the Denver & Rio Grande
system, in which, according to the
Denver papers, Mr.' VanKleeck
has
become one of the largest stock holders. From here, they will go to the
Grand Canon over the Santa Fe. W.
D. Shea, the local representative of
the Denver & Rio Grande, piloted Mr.
VanKleeck and son about the city,
Hon. L. Bradford Prince was announced to speak at the monthly
Forum meeting of the
Republican
Club, in New York City, on Thursday
evening, April 16, on the "Making of
a New State,' with special reference,
of course, to New Mexico.
This presented a good opportunity to bring
the claims and advantages of the territory forcibly before a large number
of prominent people; and cannot fail
to be of benefit.
has-bee-

L. B.

kin, Mary McMasters.

Mildred

Hannah Nusbaum,
Reina ' Grunsfeld, Anita Bergere and
Mrs. Nina Warren; Messrs. 11. B. Jamison, Howard Waha, Ernest Landolfi,

Ringland,

Rogers, Leopold, Earl

business upon the strong
wings of "Quality &

and Mrs. Tom Danahy, Mr. and Mrs.
and probably
Sydney Rosenwald,

Purity"

others.
Sheriff Geronimo .Sanchez
arrived
today from Socorro county with five
prisoners for the penitentiary.
Former District Clerk A. M. Bergere
who has been on an extensive busi
ness tnp, is back in the city again,
and will spend Easter here with his
family on Grant avenue.

And by

::

::

ALWAYS RELIABLE DRUGS

P. P. LACASSAGNE.

and never ending fidelity to "Quality & Purity"
we expect to build to
the top and gain popularity as the integrity of
our purpose justifies ::

309 San Francisco St.

Have You Seen RIG BEN?

MARKETREPQRT

Come down and look

AND METALS.
New York, April 10. Call money
per cent; Prime mercan-

$

tile paper 3
per cent; Mexican dollars 45; Amalgamated 67
Great
Sugar 118 bid; Atchison 108
New York CenNorthern, pfd. 127
tral 1061-4- ; Northern Pacific 124
Southern
Pacific
Reading 155
1151-8- ;
771-4-

;

Union Pacific
pfd. 119.

BROS.

i BUTT

CO.!

DRUGGISTS
Phone Red

4

uiaiiipagnc,

i!i

Reliable Jeweler

1

a waicr ul(lc

Prince,

Mackeral

naicr riuucra ciu

H C VONT7

StIRtUDtU

PIKfc LUD FISH,
SMOKED
SARDINES-DOMES-

INTRODUCTORY

12c 15c 20c & 30c

i

HALIBUT,

COD

NM1 IN

WHITE

SMOKED

San

.aisco S

TO

EASTER

11,

CARDS

FOR THEM

PRICES-AS- K

AND NOVELTIES

:

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

FISH.

IMPORTED.

AND

TIC

'

Frame Your Pictures

For the Remaining Days of Lent
V,

$

4

CHEESE
IMPORTED

ROQUEFORT,
BRICK,
SWISS,
NEW YORK CREAM.

I Come and See Our Easter Plants

City Eggs 30c a Doz.
The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

iit

Easter

Lilies, Azaleas, Spiraeas, Hyacinths, Tulips, Pelargoniums,

Roses,

H. S.

KAUNE &

DAY

UP

THOSE

DARK

CO.

i

Carnations,

Hyacinths,

flARDFN

R--

Pansies,

Violets.

BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black

ffl

,2

NIGHT
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

-

'

:t

SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

"

THE

AND

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!
-

Ferns.

CUT FLOWERS

III

Electric Irons That Stay Ho j

if

CRYSTAL

He

A

WE ARE NOW READY

WIRE

y

nine

:

West Side Piaza

161

Steel

1761-2- ;

I

ijj

is known and sold the
new line medium price
CUT GLASS

him in our window.

ROCK

2

1-- 4

at

world over for $2.50.

jt

MONEY

2

-

We have launched our

Wyl-der- ;

Mr. and Mrs. George Rankin, Mr.

SERVICE

FOR

WW

Fox,

Lolita Huning.

of the La Joya Irrigation Company, of which the late Judge J. M.

SOLE AGENTS

Water Heaters and Percolaters

Shoesl

iifl

Ix?o-pol- d

CONTINUOUS
Electric Toasters

TT

I

D

Oxfords

Leather
Gun Metal
Suede

tyl 3.

j

PPEN DO R

j

Patent

7.75; July 7.S5.
July 7.92
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, April 10. Wool unchanged; Territory and western miliums
19f(20; fine mediums le'ftlS; fine 12

tancia.
Bert G. Phillips, the artist and for- - querque Journal,
est ranger, has returned from a trip
Commissioner
insurance
Jacob
to the East, and left for bis headquar-- ! Chaves returned today from Chicago,
ters at Taos.
where he attended the meeting of
The Rev. B. F. Summers left today committees of Insurance Commision-fo- r
Espanola to fill the pulpit of the;;r3. Eighteen states were represent-Methodis- t
Episcopal church and will ed aml arguments were heard from
return tomorrow.- parties interested in matters pending
Colonel E. W. Dobsou and Judge Ed-- , before the committees,
are: Assistant Insurance Commissioner
ward. A. Mann of Albuquerque,
here on legal business. They are at p A M Lienau will k,,ve tonight or
the Montezuma hotel.
nn ovamlnotinn
Allinniiorniio ti
Dr. W. D. Radcliffe, treasurer of the of the Occidental Fire Insurance Com
territorial board of health and medi- pany. Later he will go to Tucumcari
cal examiners, is here from Belen to and then to St. Louis and
Chicago on
attend a meeting of the board.
ofllcial business.
F. E. Dunlavy, father of Attorney
Charles Sapp, advance manager for
M. T. Dunlavy of this city, is at the Joe Bren, who will direct the Beav
Palace. His home is in Denver, and ers' production "The Masqueraders"
he was formerly in business here.
to be given at the Elks' theater this
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Uauser of Cincin- month, arrived today from the east.
nati, are at the Palace hotel. It is He will conduct the rehearsal of the
said Dr. Hauser will take the exam'n-atio- show at the Elks theater at 7:13
before the medical board to o'clock this evening.
Hon. Eugene W. Charm of Chicago
practice medicine in this territory.
Receiver C. C. Murray of the New 111., in 1908, Prohibition candidate for
Mexico Central Railway, Colonel Fin-le- the presidency of the I'nited States.
and A. Wendt, of Pittsburg, Pa., arrived this noon. He was at Las Ve
are here on legal business. They are gas yesterday and has held meetings
Willard
stopping at St. Vincent's Sanitarium. at, Santa Rosa, Tueumcan,
Governor and Mrs. Mills and Miss and Deming.
Don Lazaro Gutierrez do Lara, the
Madeline Mills will spend Easter In
Socialist, is at La3
Las Vegas. The governor goes to Las California
Cruces to secure funds in aid of the
Vegas tomorrow but will return here
and then leave again with his family Mexican rebellion.
Miss Estella Bergere returned toop Saturday.
at noon from Albuquerque, where
day
Commissioner
Ortiz
y
Jose
County
Pino left for his home at Galisteo, she attended the dance given at the
southern Santa Fe county, yesterday, beautiful Alvarado hotel Saturday
after attending a meeting of the night, by Messrs. Tyjler, Ringland,
and Rogers, tour prominent soBoard, pt. Penitentiary Commissioners
ciety men of the Dnke City. Among
of which he is a member.
those present were Misses Marie RanCaptain Fred Fornoff of the New-

I

Pumps

Ladies Low Shoes $2.50 to $4.00
Misses Low Shoes $1.75 to $3.50

Sfl
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to be remembered that even the best
system of employers' liability means
expense, delay and litigation, whereas
compensation laws such as prevail in
The great success of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Disforeign countries work automatically.
covery in curing weak stomachs, wasted bodies, weak
benefits are paid immediately, friction
lungs, and obstinate and lingering coughs, is based on
The need of a tonic in the Spring is almost universally recognized, is elimimi d, and a large measure ot
the recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Bodily fatigue, fickle apj:etite, poor digestion, nervousness, lack of energy, justjc(! ;s ,jone
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
anio-.in10
01
nounsnment
not
tne
is
tnat
etc., prove
proper
g
icing suppneu
materials, in con"It is, of course, impossible to say
memThe
circulation.
an
the
the
.stomach,
bowels,
digestive
body through
densed and concentrated form. With this help Nature
comGENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
bers are sluggish from lack of stimulating nutrition, and in consequence the what the exact cost of automatic difsupplies the necessary strength to the stomach to digest
entire body suffers from the effects of a poorly nourished constitution. The pensation would be. but it is not
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
( Read Up)
t
Di
Sopt, Ht ma
(Koail Down)
not
would
it
to
ficult,
conclude
that
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery"
the
tonic when the system is deranged from lack of
use of a real
inf 120 to
more
M'ATIoNn
much
compensate
digestive and nutritive organs in sound health, purifies
nourishment, will often prevent the development cf some serious sickness, require
nourishes
the
and
and
nerves
in
enriches
the
on the
blood,
because weak systems cannot resist disease, while healthy, well nourished jured workmen in America
4 00
short establishes sound vigorous health.
0
Lv..Dea Moines, N. M...Ar.
ComexWorkmen's
of
off.
as
basis
No
a
British
medicine
is
tonic
of
able
to
the
ward
are
constitutions
it
value
3
50
Hunmldo4
3 30
teilnmu
n
your dealer offers something "last as good,"
cept one which purifies and enriches the blood, for until tiiis is done the pensation Act than 's now paid by
3 15
( 'npuliu
21)
16
in premiums to
it is probably better FOR HIM it pays better.
powers. American employers
3 05
body will not receive its required stimulus and disease-resistinViuU
20
2 45
But you are thinking ot the cure not the profit, so
S. S. S. is the best Spring tonic because of its genuine ability and worth as liability companies.
25
Thompson
2 25
9 10
31
I'nmiliiKlium
there's nothing "just as good" for you. Say so.
in
blood
true
builds
the
the
It
puria
way,
by
1 55
system
depleted
M
up
purifier.
N.
9 S5
42
Clifton House
"During the eleven years from 1S94
1 30
l.v;
Ar .... Knton, V, M.
in m
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, Medfying the blood and supplying an increased amount of nourishment to every to 1905, the employers' liability comAr 10 16
icine Simplified, 1008 pages, over 700 illustrations, newly revised
.l,v
iiatoil, N . M
1 on
portion of the body. S. S. S. removes all impurities from the circulation, and
.Olifton House N ' M...., 9 40
2 47
sent for 21
overcomes the unpleasant physical ailments of Spring. S. S. S. is for sale panies of the United States took in
stamps, to cover cost of mailing
Edition,
32
s
Amerifrom
Preston
3 07
31 stamps.
$00,fl",9,070 in premiums
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
only.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA.
8 55
.v. at drug stores.
Koehlar Junetlon
3 45
jHe
j
can employers.
These companies
9 05
2
3 33
Koeliler.,
I
paid out in the settlement of claims ot
8 20
'Colfax
08 ": .77777
4 15
8 02
( 'errososo
4 43 J.
jagregatu value given is $1,XX3,925,187. injured workmen $43,599,49S, or 43 Eensation which would not be reduced cago; R. L. Cook, Kansas City; J. W.
7 45
Lv:
Ar
iHmarron
5 01)
with the Bureau per cent of the amount they took in. as at
6 35
r, 10
Cimarron.
'l.v
Owing to
Ar; am
present by the payment of Cutler, Milwaukee; H. X. Greene, Los
6 27
PS
Nush
5 18 I.
of the Census which required unusu-- . Of the $43,599,49S paid in the settle- 6 17
The Angeles; W. T. Murphy, Portales; J.
Harlan
sums for legal expenses.
5 21
.6
large
to
of
00
6
nient
such
safe
it
is
claims,
L'te Park, N. M...Lvi.
94
say result would undoubtedly be a much V. Clarke, Durango; Christie C.
Ar
illv elaborate 'scedules, the issuance
6 45
p in
pm
of this as well as of the numeration that 33 per cent was exjiended by the better
Denver; Dr. H. L. Alison, Dr.
feeling between employers and
Chloride The mill at the T S. Survey reports on mineral production injured workmen in attorneys' fees
J. O. Greenlaw, Artesia; F. B. White,
doubt
that
is
little
There
lOonnoats at Colfax wltli K. P. A S. W. Ry. train both Northand'Soutb.I
employes.
Sierra for 1909 has been
Treasury mine at Chloride,
greatly delayed. and court expenses; so that, in the such an act would be worth a good El Paso; William Hutchinson, TriniSStaae 'or Van Houteo X, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM."
and the
for
is
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X.
9:00
ra,
X.
M..
roofing
are com- final analysis, the injured workmen deal to the
for
minerals
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ready
Paris.
county,
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except
A. L. Hurd, El Paso; M. J.
daily
different
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M.at
Stae
Seventy
employer on this account. dad;
fifty pound bnggaxe carried free.
machinery is in part installed.
in the list, and for comparison received less than $30,000,000 out of
imdays, Pare oo one way &i.50 round trip;
Denver; E. Wr. Dobson, Judge
prised
have
given
.
employers
for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
O. & S. train leaves lies Mcines, X,
.
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.1 Prliv-- rrl A
by employers Many large
El Porvenir Margarito Romero re- the figures of production are given the $100,000,000 paid
or
" AT q n n niiinnoirnn. tw
of
the truth
ovih at 4:38 a m.
lia- - practical illustrations
r. r. oeu,
ports that at 110 feet in the tunnel on for the nast ten calendar years. In during that period in premiums to
V"
this statement by establishing funds I"Allowing $15,000,- - which are not
A,1BUU' aaluuthe El Porvenir mine, near Las Ve- 1909 the total value of the mineral bility companies.
M. WILLIAMS,
ftu' uVAN HOUTEN,
from
Z, G. DEDMAN,
different
widely
vein of good copper ore products of the United States was 000 for the administration of the lia- the
(soronaao.
G. P. Agent,
gas, a
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
provisions of the proposed MassX. .T. Crogage, St. Louis; George E.
has been encountered.
30 that the increase bility companies and for reserve, it achusetts law.
$1,107,031,382;
would mean that $35,000,000
were
Xew York; J. T. Midmyer. El
Gallup The Quinn coal mine, two during the decade was $078,893,790. wasted were worse
"Uuder the new law there would be Carter, J.
than wasted beGutierrez, Laura Montano,
Paso;
miles east of Gallup, has been sold to Or the ten leading minerals in 1909,
a great decrease of litigation, with a
Albuquerque; I. Huffman, Fred ChaThe mine has coal heads the list, with a value of cause the money was used in burden
Brentari & Corretto.
It
of
expense.
our courts with litigation and in consequent saving
vez, Mansfield Holman, Monte Vista;
been in operation for some time. For $."54,802,024, which is more than the ing
or defeating the settlement would be much better tor the injured W. C. Wyatt, Denver.
the present the coal will be hauled total mineral production in 1893 or delaying
of claims, many of them just claims, employe to take moderate compensat
to Gallup in wagons for the local mar- - 1894; iron is second, with $419,173
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Jean's flrBt feeling was Indignation
bling in the fullest sense of the word acres of land through which winds
Monday of each month
He gave the girl glimpses into his joined
that the present puritanical laws which 1, Laws of 19'H, had no power to ap- at 7:3d o'clock
is the opinion of Judge Mechem, as the San Antonio river, Madison Park, at the young man's manner of
in tho evening In
needs
love
of
life
and
the
language
to
as
San
work
such
and
clear-eyeyou
Park,
administrator,
but, one look into the
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
no expression save shy glances and amateur restrain baseball and other point
expressed in the district court in Travis Park, Maverick more
than
as he
sports and
games upon the further ground that you are Visiting S'cotish Rite Masons are corboyish countenance,
Socorro one day this week, in the case Pedro Park, containing
The very air was on
color.
fleeting
of the Territory of Now dially invited to
Sunday should be repealed or a
of Soloman Baca, a Magdalena saloon forty acres, Crockett Square, Milam pulled the canoe up at her feet,
attend.
vibrant with the power of love and, amended.
He spoke In favor of a lib- Mexico at the present time, and under
the arsenal grounds. Hot tered her impulse to put him in his on
alwas
found
of
had
if
S. SPITZ, 32
as
man
Baca
the
felt
he
guilty
parting,
keeper.
law
eral
a
Millbefore
committee
of
the
said Chapter SI, Laws of Ifml, you
Wells Park, Alamo, Main, and
place.
known Jean all his life.
Venerable Master.
gambling and
lowing this kind of
Massachusetts
and a number of smaller
are disqualified from acting as such HENRY F.
legislature.
At this point an Imp of mischief
fined $100 and costs, a six months' jail tary Plazas,
"Come," begged Roy one afternoon,
STEPHENS, 32
T am in favor of
minor
the
residenof
in
the
freeing
she
various
Jean.
of
non
took
bonis
de
utor
tne
Whv,
with
adminiKt;
parts
possession
"I have found a view that you must .nu-u- .
sentence being suspended
during parks
Secretary.
U1e restrictions or tne ,vi)i
tial section are also of note. The never could tell, but, for answer, she share."
annpxed of said Robert H. I.on
good behavior. Fort Sumner Republi- Civic
present Sunday laws," sajd Dr. Eliot, wllli deceased.
Association
has placed one finger on her lips and
Improvement
canoe
Into
the
Jean
B. P. O. E.
stepped lightly
can.
wnen asnea to lend his aid to the
under consideration beautifying
the shook her head.
as she steadied herself by grasping a movement.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
"I am oposed," continued Witness the hand of the Clerk of said
banks of the river In such a mannar
a
dumb!
What
is
Jove!
she
bank.
root that projected over the
"By
Probate Court, and its seal hereto
460, B. P. O. B. holds
Hm! A Bad Combination.
Dr. Eliot, "to allowing the carrying on
as to make it one of the real
beastly shame!" ejaculated Roy
Suddenly, there was a tearing of theatres on
this the fith day of March,
its regular session on
attached,
The Republican is a little off this places of the city. It can bebeauty
or
picSunday
moving
said
"Can you hear?" he queried, sound, a crack and the girl was
second and fourth
1911.
the
ture
shows
or
week.
The reason is, the old print that under the influence of the Civic
big
professional games
anxiously, as he pointed vigorously gone. Roy swung the canoe around which attract
of each
GEORGE. W. ARM1JO.
Wednesday
thousands of spectators
has been fooling with a new type Improvement
Association
hundreds toward his ears.
Jean
to
waited
and
grasp
frantically,
month. Visiting brothan admission charge.'
Clerk.
with
Probate
Not that kind of one, but
writer.
of homes to which little attention had
withA
Jean nodded and let her
second passed
as she rose.
ers are invited and
Dr. Eliot is now concerned with th
J. T. SANDOVAL,
gosh dang it! like all old fools, he been paid have most beautiful lawns dimple slip into view at his obvious out a ripple of the smooth surface;
welcome.
of a measure which will glv
framing
Deputy.
He can and that the spirit of real civic beautj sigh of relief.
(Seal).
wants to learn new tricks.
then Roy jumped overboard, landing
A. J. FISCHER,
set type, ride a horse, play poker, or has become general to such an ex
Then the inner man became clamorup to his neck. Shading his eyes he
J. D. SEXA,
Exalted Ruler.
f;'ff!f!iiMww':fl''iwi.wwt.tiiy'i''
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
look upon the booze when it is any tent that San Antonio will ultimately ous again. "Do you live 'round here? peered down Into the water and
Secretary.
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
old color, with the best of them. But blend the quaint with the beautiful in Could I get something to eat any- caught a flash of white underneath
(Serial 012528 Not Coal, Pecos ForA dive and a
where? I am half starved, to tell the the shelving bank.
when a man passes the sixtieth mile a most pleasing manner.
est).
truth. I am stopping at Ridge's Point frantic pull and they rose to the surpost and gets a new typewriter on
Department of the Interior,
for my vacation, and I left there at face. Roy struggled up the bank and
his hands, or rather an old one (speak- WOMAN PLEADS UNWRITTEN
United States Land Office.
I paddled around
LAW IN HER DEFENSE. 5 this morning.
knelt beside the unconscious figure.
ing of machines, of course,) his days
(Republication)
"Girl. Speak to me," he cried in
are full of trouble. Fort Sumner Rethrough some islands, and I guess I
Santa Fe, N. M March 15, lfill.
"Don't look that way," he
She Prayed for Her Victim and When lost my way all right."
despair.
publican.
Notice is hereby given that the
Jean's thought flew swiftly. She groaned.
That Did Not Help Took a
wing-named
Independent Order of Beavers.
claimant has filed nostilllittle
seemed
her
through.
Hke
the
game
silence
would
Her
play
Shot at Her.
Lawlessness in Oklahoma.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
of his intention to make final
count on ness of death. He raised her arms up
tice
could
she
that
knew
She
mur
There have been seventy-fiv- e
Bhe would and down, rhythmically.
proof In support of his claim under Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
He had a
San Antonio, Texas, April 10. The Dave Orton's fidelity, and
ders in Pittsburg county, since state
man
sections 1G and 17 of the act of March first and third Friday. Visiting Broththe
was
young
the proper
vague idea that that
hood with her manifold glories dawn trial of Mrs. Lizzie Brooks, charged be the
3, 1S91, (26 Stats., 851), ;,s amended ers are always welcome.
to pursue. Presently, with a
her.
method
believed
ed on the new state. Mcintosh coun- with killing Mrs. Mary Binford, Janu
EDWARD C. BURKE,
by the act of February 21, 1x93 (27
With lithe grace she sprang to her long sigh, Jean opened her eyes.
.
ty, adjoining Pittsburg, can boast of ary 16, at Fort Worth, has brought feet and beckoned the stranger to
President
matter?" asked Jean,
470), and that said proof will
the
Stats.,
"What's
a number slightly in excess of seven out some unusual evidence. Accord her as she led the way to the hut.
be made before Register and Receiv C. J. XKIS,
in dazed fashion.
up
sitting
er at U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N.
Secretary.
By watching the papers ing to the statement of a number of
"She can talk!" exclaimed Roy,
Roy never forgot the picture the
,
from that section we would he safe in women, Mrs. Brooks prayed for Mrs. girl made as she swayed lightly up frantic with relief and astonishment.
M., on May 5, 1911, viz: Nicario
F. W. FARMER
of Rowe, N. M., for the claim
"It's the shock. Speak to me again!
making the statement that less than Binford daily for two years, asking the path before him.
fifteen per cent of the homicides in divine intervention in making her a
Homestead No.
Sec. 2S,
W
the
141S,
SV
being
Arriving at the clearing, Jean Oh, I love you so and I thought you
iaWiltttirffNfi-ifn
2879.
SB
NE
and the NE
the two counties resulted in con better woman. Miss Ida Stephens, a pointed seriously at a big smooth were gone, my dear, my dear."
SE
Dr. Charles W. Eliot.
Brotherhood
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.
The beautiful face turned scarlet.
of
Methodist stump.
victions, and we do not know of a deaconess in the First
He names the following witnesses
American Yeomen
"You want me to wait while you "Will you ever forgive me, Roy?" she
single instance of capital punishment Church, said she actually had knelt in
on
entire
freedom
first
of
the
the
day
Is that it?" questioned
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Second
Meets
murmured, nestling closer and hiding
being inflicted in the plus one hundred prayer with Mrs. Brooks when the lat reconnoiter?
Reek for the enjoyment of all manner
of said tract for twenty
her blushes agains his wet shirt.
and Fourth Thurspossession
and fifty cases. Cherokee Republ ter prayed for Mrs. Binford. It ap- Roy.
of
outdoor
for
the witnessing
sports,
In a nasn Koy unaerstood. For a jl
Jean smiled acquiescence and passyears next preceding the survey of
pears that Mrs. Binford was permitdays,
can.
Delgado's
as she explained few moments chagrin and anger wJilch no charge Bhall be made.
the township, viz:
Hall. H. Foreman,
ting the attention of Judge Brooks, ed into the hut, and,
to
tones,
master
in
whispered
threatened
him; then, the
Vicente Quintana, Antonio Roybal,
husband of the woman accused.
C. G. Richie, Cor.
All matters to Dave
Associated Press Furnished It.
with a twinkle:
thought that he had so nearly loBt ROTATION PLAN TO BE USED both of Pecos, N. M., Cleofes Garcia.
Sec.
Mrs.
Daisy
It has been customary heretofore of the circumstances connected with she"I added
am going to get the young man's her came over him like a flood. "If
Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowe, N. M.
Farmer.
that the United States mine Inspect the case indicate that Mrs. Brooks
I
am
I
thinks
if
love
Pitchers
will
New
your
he
of
He
and
'Roy,
say,
you
System
Handling
you.'"
Any person who desires to protest
ors for New Mexico furnish a copy of tried prayers for two years and then supper
so much the better."
waited for her answer.
Adopted by Management of New
against tha allowance of said proof,
Good results always follow the use
his annual report upon the coal in resorted to a revolver. It is main daughter
nodded
comprehend-inglTeam.
man
York American
The old
"But, I've only known you for a
or who knows of any substantial rea- of Foley Kidney Pills. They give
some
tained
were
who
o
familiar
New
of
Mexico
of
by
the
press
dustry
"And you
and soon the aroma of bacon month," protested Jean.
of
son under the laws and
prompt relief in all cases of kidney
the territory, but this year only a few with the case that the resort to pray and eggs was wafted out to the pa don't even know my name."
"Rotation" Is the keynote of a new the Interior Departmentregulations
such and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
why
was
is
er
sometimes
what
known as tient waiter on the stump. When
of the newspapers have been favored
"I know you and love you. What syBtem of handling the pitching staff proof should not be allowed will be
by all dmggists.
with the report. We asked Mr. Sheri a "frame up" that would look good In Jean beckoned to him he responded more is there to ask? Say it, Jean? which has been adopted by the mangiven an opportunity at the
defense
when
to
a
York
Americans
New
we
of
mine
not
the
had
presented
jury. with alacrity.
dan,
drawing his chair agement
Roy repeated,
inspector, why
time and place to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
been given a copy of the report, and This, however, Is only a rumored no
for the coming season. Six pitchers.
Jean had spread a clean towel on closer.
the witnesses of said claimof the Interior.
Cld-well
Department
"And you don't really think I was Ford, Quinn, Vaughn, Fisher,
he stated that the copies usually fur tion and there may be nothing in it. one end of the table and, with cheeks
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
U. S- Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
and Warhop, are relied on to of
nished him for distribution had not Mrs. Brooks is pleading the unwrit- the hue of a pink, she waited on the mean?" asked Jean after confidences
that submitted by claimant.
March 17, 1911.
carry the team through the summer,
It would appear that ten law in her defense, taking the po- young man deftly.. As she gave him had been exchanged.
yet arrived.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
that Lucian-itis
Notice
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hereby
to
in
worked
be
turn
herare
tea
she
and
sure
can
that
cook
of
bacon
and
tea,
they
"Well, you
governmental economy is being car- sition that a wife has as much right his third cup
N.
Register.
M.,
who, on
of
Pecos.
Ribera
clocklike
with
regularity.
ried to an extreme when the press of to defend the sanctity of her home as self had brought to Dave, Roy sighed eggs," Roy returned teasingly.
March 11, 1901, made homestead enChase believes that Ford's
retorted
"I
"And
have
Manager
satisfaction.
Jean,
I,"
with
the
husband.
the territory can not be furnished
success last year was wholly due to TIME TABLE ALL
try amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
"That is great tea. Miss
your silver dollar. Oh, most discrimwith printed copies of reports of such
Sec. 27, SE
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for N
not
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of
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that
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fact
cook
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person."
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LOCAL
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NE
general interest to the people. Sil YOUNG LOCHINVAR
reand
He
NE
turn.
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I
positively
"Well!
have
my
for
regular
STEALS TEXAS GIRL. bacon."
ver City Enterprise.
The following are the time tables 2S, township 17 N., range 12 E., N. M.
fused to go Into the box unless he
Roy had been brought up by a keeps," answered Roy happily.
p. Meridian, has filed notice of intenwas absolutely fit and ready, with the of the local railroads:
bachelor uncle, so his knowledge of
Dalhart, Texas, April 10. True love women was" somewhat limited and
five year proof, to
tion to make
result that he was always at his best. Leuve
Jury System is Medieval.
Detachable Locks.
A Texas attorney sang "Home, as it presents itself on the plains of
method of procedure Ford
the land above deto
establish
this
claim
TJnder
S westto
linen
No
a.
8.10
with
m.
connect
likes
her
with
gown,
in
imported
my
"The
play
baby
Jean,
Sweet Home, in a Fort Worth court Texas, took a
knew exactly when he was expected bound, No. 10 eastbound.
ride, much of was simply a girl in white to him.
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
hair."
nerved
room yesterday, and the jurors are it after dark, a few nights ago.
"But aren't you afraid he'll muss it, to pitch, and consequently
arrive U Santa Fe 12:10 U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Roy was possessed of a good inReturning
Claude Littlefield was in love with come, refined tastes and high ideals, dragging it all ovef the floor?'
himself for the task.
on the 6th day of May 1911.
said to have wept.
p. m.
Chase maintains that if the other
Claimant names as witnesses:
"
Inasmuch as they were legally com Leona Mayfield. Leona's father op but he found himself strangely atwestNo.
with
1,
connect
4
p.
mp
The Youthful View.
are worked In a similar manTrinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera,
pelled to keep their seats, on pain of posed the attentions of the young tracted to this pretty
bound.
of pitchers
some
dear
"Come,
boy,
my
give
efwill
vastly more
Pablo Gonzales, Toribio Gonzales, Enbeing severely punished, we are not man to his daughter, and when mar- Her very walk charmed him. It was your pennies for the poor little heath- ner theyand in prove
at
6:30
Santa
arrive
Fe,
Returning
his belief he is supfective,
rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
m.
surprised at their tears. We have no riage was mentioned said emphatical- like the swift, silent pace of a pan- ens in Africa."
many close students of the p.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
doubt that all "heir Joys in courtroom ly that Littlefield should never be- ther. .
"I wish I was a poor little heathen! ported by
7
conect
and
with
No.
m.
7:20 p.
"Is she your daughter?" questioned They've got lots of fun watchin' game. It is argued that a pitcher 9
Register.
The young man
scenes will be spoiled hereafter, and come his
8
tastbound
westbound; No. 4 and
cannot be expected to do himself jusas Jean stepped outside to the Roosevelt shoot lions."
that they will never be able to think and the girl felt differently, and act- Roy
at
11:11
Fe
Sana
arriv
called
Is
Returning
to
he
suddenly
upon
tice if
well. The old man shook his head.
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of such a place without shuddering.
ing on the thought, they mounted two
enter the box at a time when he Is P. m.
"Your niece, perhaps?" persisted
Particulars.
In consideration of the fact that cer horses and rode to Dalhart, Texas, 50
Fiery
hardly ready for a grueling test
the young man.
(07042 Not Coal.)
"Here, this writer in describing
tain people really have to serve as miles away where they were married
D. & R. Q. Ry.
"Missy is a good girl," said the old the fire
of the Interior,
Department
a
flames
ran
at
the
says
along
Carlisle Plays Harvard.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
jurors, whether they like it or not, just five minutes before the father ar- man gruffly and smoked his pipe in
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
rapid pace. I wonder what sort of
The Carlisle Indian team has been
does it not seem that something rived to enter his protest. While en silence again.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
March 10, 1911.
a path they ran on?"
added to the Harvard football sched- should be done for their protection route to Dalhart, the horse ridden by
I
"Missy so that Is her name.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
a
"Must
been
cinder
have
path."
New Mexico Central Ry.
In a great many cases they must be the young woman dropped dead froth wonder what it stands for? Melissa,
of Lamy, N. M., who,
Martinez y
place of Cornell. The game will be
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No. on November 14, 1003, made homerefined and sensitive people; and left exhaustion, and the couple made the perhaps; ye gods, what a name for
Discouraging.
"
played at Cambridge November 11.
to their own devices they probably last ten miles of the journey both rid- a
34 east and 33 outh and west.
for SE 4
stead entry No.
I understand your daughChicanery.
would choose their company and en- ing one horse.
tuy placed a silver dollar on tha terMifklns
Arrive 8 p. in., with connections Section 10, Township 14 N., Range 11
is learning to play the piano.
left.
corner
hea
of
before
a
he
the
have
I
table
little
speckled
tertainment with care and discrimina
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Bifkins Then your understanding
Of crafty ways.
Jean found it after he had gone.
Constipation brings many ailments
tion.
She cackles loudly when
of intention to make final five year'
mine.
must
be
than
sounds
It
better
She held it up with a merry smile.
Another lays.
One Conductor Helped Back to Work. proof to establish claim to the land
more like work than play.
Why, then, compel them to listen in its train and is the primary cause
I
shall
first
Dave;
it,"
tip,
"My
keep
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, above described, before Register and
to the funny stories" which some of much sickness. Keen your bowels she said.
Not the Same.
he writes. "I was confined to my bed Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
lawyers have on tap? Why ask them regular, madam, and you will escape
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not
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"I
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last
have
the
a
lot
we
have
"Here
with chronic rheumatism and used Fe, N. M., on the 5th day of May,
Said She Are you an advocate of
to attend the- horribly spurious acting many of the ailments to which women young man," mused Jean she knew
junk from that Washington man we two bottles of Foley's Kidney Reme 1911.
Constipation is a very her power and for once rejoiced in it realism on the stage?
of a certain type of lawyers? Why are subject.
on your recommendation that he
Said He Yes, to a certain extent. took
Claimant names as witnesses:
dy with good effect. The third bottle
subject them to the agonies of "Home simple thing, but like many simple
"and I don't know that I am averse
was an excellent correspondent."
at
Hamline
draw
me on my feet and I resumed
But
to
I
the
lead
it
may
conse
Home"
seeing
serious
things,
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Pe, N.
Sweet
sung "in a husky
"I never said anything about his put
to seeing him again, strange to say." let
Marwork as conductor on the Lexington, M.; Enrique Martinez, Pedro
Nature often needs a little
played by a real ham.
voice?"
Perhaps there isn't much to quences.
Jean's life, though she was indulgability."
will do all tinez, Antonio Jose Garcia,
all
of
- assistance and
Street
It
Railway.
when
Ky.,
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but
recallB
at
been
rather
it
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pleasbest,
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"Indeed
song
ed in every whim,
the
you
the Part.
of rheumatism." It Lamy, N. M.
"Indeed, I didn't. AH I told you was you claim in cases
f ant associations to many minds, and Tablets are given at the first indica hedged about by conventions and "He calledActing
me a pickle."
For
MANUEL R. OTERO,
that the Washington man was a cap- clears the blood of uric acid.
it ought to be safeguarded from cer tion, much distress and suffering may there was a lawless charm about this
"What did you do?"
sale by all druggists.
Register
ital
adventure tt&iapjajed. to .b.er.,jBhe
correspondnt...
tain lawyers, just as it is, by tacit be avoided. Sold by all dealers.
."I .gave him a sour. look."
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Andrews "Cash" no.

Santa Vi; S. M., April 10.
The weath'r for Now Mexico
is
fair tonight and
slightly colder with local frost
Tuesday fair.

30c

VEGETABLES
Radish,
Parsley,
Turnips,
Poultry,

Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc. -:
Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.
-:

ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE
DON'T

FORGET

01

R

FRUIT JUST RECEIVED

BAKERY

DEPARTMENT

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

TOPIC

4

GROCERY and BAKERY

BUTTERMerritts Best, per lb.

CITY

Phone No.4.

S

Sure Thing Key Holder to be found
a: GOEliELS.
Remember the lecture at the court
house toniuht.
Chapter Meets Tonight Santa Fc
Chapter. It. A. .M., will meet this evening at T.iln o'clock, in Masonic Hall.
It Was 10 to 8 The Athletics went
down to defeat before the Duke's Mixtures on tli? ball grounds yesterday
afternoon, score 10 to S.
See Those Ultra Shoes Attention
is called to the change of advertisement of Julius Gerdes in this issue,
announcing Ultra $; shoes for ladies.
U. S. Land Patent A l S. land
t
has been filed in the probate
clerk's office. It is to Thomas M.
Sec. 29 T 11 X.
Story for the SW
pat-ou-

!

The Giving of Easter Gifts

I.

An Invitation

MORE UNIVEROBSERVED
EACH YEAR

SALLY

::

PARTICULARLY

SUITED

FOR

THE

OCCASION

S.

to all, in the ad for the Clarendon
Gardens, today.
The Woman's Foreign
Missionary
Society of the Methodist
Episcopal
church will meet with Mrs. Summers
on Don Caspar avenue tomorrow afternoon at 2::!0 o'clock.
Deed Filed A deed was filed
in
'the probate clerk's office from the
Capital Land and Towhsite Company
to J. C. Rice of Oklahoma, for lot 9
in block 7, the consideration' being

::

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

'!

'

YOUR BEST FRIENDS

SPITZ,

'o.

--

A, Treat in Store at the court house!
tonight for all who attend.
Leonard House Rented Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Smith, who recently re
turned from Davenport, Iowa, have:
rented from O. C. Watson & Company
the residence of Dr. A. E. Leonard, at
Xo. T.j5 Galisteo street. Mr. Smith is
in the employ of S. Spitz on the south
side of the Plaza.
The House That Jack Built There'
will be special
attractions for th?.
children at the Presbyterian sale at
the public library assembly room to-- '
morrow afternoon.
Among them will
be the House That Jack Built, a clever

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

j

Week i

j

j

Ladies Ultra Shoes for

t

j

$3.00 a Pair

it

to come and see the

Easter plants Lillies. ' Azaleas and
other beautiful varieties is extended

A HAPPY CUSTOM

it
it

it

4

K. S E.

and striking creation that no child
ought to miss seeing.
Married
Miss Jennie
Yesterday
Gertrude Winter and Glenn A. Russell, formerly of Stanley, were married at 7 p. m. yesterday by the Rev.
li. F. Summers at the home of the
bride, 101 Sandoval street. Only the
immediate family wms present.
Oratorical Contest In the oratori
cal contest of the W. C. T. ('. at Es- taneia, Miss Elsie Windsor won first
prize and Miss Jeffie Duke second. The
other contestants were: Misses Xel- lie Crawford, Elsie Windsor, Elsie
Paup, Nellie Cochrane, Jeffie Luke,
Delphine Souders, and Enra Tuttle.
The Easter Sale to be given by the
Woman's Aid Society of the Presbyterian church will be held in Library
Hall tomorrow afternoon and even
ing. A caffeteria supper will be
served.
The children's department
will be especially attractive. Everyone is cordially invited to attend.
Worthless Check Artist? The office of the mounted police here has
been informed that the case of J. F.
Eppler, charged with uttering a worthless check drawrn on a St. Louis bank,
which went out of existence, several
years ago, will come up at Raton this
week. Eppler is said to be known
here,
Hear Hon. Eugene W. Chafin at the
court house tonight.
Leased
New Copper Wire The
Western Union Telegraph Company
has leased one of the new copper
wires of the Colorado Telephone Com
pany from Denver to El Paso and over this the NewMi'Xican will receavo
is leased wire service of the Associated Press beginning with Easter Mon'
day.
Mrs. Candida Gonzales Dead Mrs.
Candida Gonzales died of lung trouble Saturday afternoon, aged 45 years,
at her home on. Canon road. She
leaves a widower and several brothers and sisters. The funeral took
place at 7 o'clock this morning from
the. Cathedral and interment was in
Rosario cemetery.
Undertakers Mulligan and Rising were in charge of

the arrangements.

College Wins The game between
the St. Michael College Base Ball
team and the Victory Club of this city
resulted yesterday in a victory for the
College boys, who scored 9 to 7. The
teams seemed well matched and the
game was much enjoyed by a large
audience yesterday.
It was a "neck
and neck" contest, for three innings.
Ten to Three Was Score There
was a third game of base ball in the
city yesterday when the St. Joseph's
Team defeated the Zwasticas
by a
ATTRACTIVE EASTER GIFT score of 10 to 3.
A Dainty Easter Gift In another
lUIVTV Dfini 1CT
column appears the advertisement of
"The Cat That Was Asked for in
as dainty an Easter gift as one can
Church."
imagine and of peculiar local interest,
Tale of an
garden with a for it is a booklet written
by Mrs. L.
happy ending.
Bradford Prince, "The Cat That Was
Asked for in Church."
By MRS. L. B. PRINCE
It is a tale
of an
garden with a happy
35c.
The booklet i3
daintily
For sale at Weltmer's and the Capi ending.
bound in green, breathes the spirit of
tal Pharmacy.
springtime and youth and is appropriate to the season. It !s on sale at,
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APRIL 10, 1911.

MONDDAY,

Weltmer's Bookstore and at the Capi- this our hour of
bereavement; theretal Pharmacy and the price is only fore
35 cents.
It is the kind of a token
BE IT RESOLVED, That as true
that you would like to send to a dear
friend or to children of your acquaint- Masons, we do now reverentially bow
our heads and submit our hearts to
ance at Easter tide.
will of that Divine Power which
the
Will Soon Be Captain Ervien John
Ervien is making an effort to perfect has intervened to take from us the
the organization of a military com- helping hand of him who has been
pany at Clayton, and now has quite our hope and main support during the
a number of signers to a jietition ask- past two years, and, at the same
time,
ing General Brookes to lend his as- we do hereby transmit to future genof
sistance in getting the company erations
Scottish Rite Masons for
properly on foot. The effort would be all time expressions which may perof advantage to Clayton and we cer- manently record our infinite appreciatainly commend Mr. Ervien for lend- tion of the incalculable assistance rening his time and energy to the propo- dered us individually and to the cause
sition, and we wish him all success. ot Scottish Kite Masonry in New Mex
We are informed nearly everyone of ico, generally, by our deceased TSrnth- ni
u..aiiiess men or tue town are , er, Inspector General Harper S. Cunheartily in favor of such a company. ningham, and, we do further desire
to render full tribute to his many
Clayton Citizen.
Frost Last Night A heavy frost great traits of character which have
covered the ground early this morn- - carried him through life honorably
ing in exposed places, but it was not and with distinction in his chosen proa killing frost. Local frosts are pre-- j fession of the law and in his career in
dieted for tonight.
politics and have shed lustre unon the
Gets Permit Mrs. McCarley
has cause, and furthered the progress of
been granted a permit by the city to Scottish Rite Masonry throughout the
erect a house on Washington avenue, Jurisdiction generally by virtue of his
a short distance south of the Morley distinguished services as a member of
residence. It will be built of stucco. the btipreme- Council, and, particular
I

j

i

ly, in New Mexico and Oklahoma,
where, by virtue of his labor for, and
close identification with, the Bodies
of those two Jurisdictions over whom
he had presided at different periods1
as Inspector General, he had achieved
results which will stand as a perpetu-- l
al monument to his memory and en

IN MEMORIAM
OF HON.
MADDEDI C
VJ, rilKIUIU!UAU
UUMIIIMUIinill.

Resolution Adopted by the Scottish
. Rite Bodies
of the Valley
of

Santa

Fe.

The Scottish Rite Masonic bodies
of the Valley of Santa Fe, Orient of
New Mexico, Southern Jurisdiction
of the United States, met on last Fri-day evening and adopted the follow-- :
ing resolution in memoriam o f the
late Hon. Harper S. Cunningham, In- spector General, and ordered copies!
sent the Supreme Council of which
the deceased was a member, the Okla- noma consistories of which he had
been inspector general, the New Age,
the official publication of the South-- !
ern Jurisdiction, the Santa Fe New
Mexican and the immediate members
ot his family:
WHEREAS, upon the 10th day of
March, 1911, Almighty God terminated
the useful life of our Beloved Brother,
Inspector General Harper S. Cunning- ham; and
WHEREAS, whatever of patience,
perseverance and energy we have
manifested, and whatever of, progress
we have achieved in the furtherance
of Scottish Rite Masonry in New Mexico is directly attributable to the devoted leadership of him, whose leath
we now so deeply mourn; and
WHEREAS, it is altogether fit, just, ;
and, at this time, particularly appro-1- '
priate that we should spread upon the
records of the several Bodies composing the Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry for the Southern
Jurisdiction of the United States, Orient of New Mexico, Valley of Santa
Fe, a written memorial of the senti-- '
ments which we so profoundly feel in

shrine his name in the hearts
Scottish Rite Masons forever.

FRAXCIS C. WILSOX, 32'
XATHAX JAFFA, 32
Committee.
LOST Gold chain and locket on
Palace avenue. Reward will be paid
for its return by Mrs. P. Lienati, Palace Ave.
The New MexlcaD
running company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially fcr the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall lull
index In front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10
Inches-- These books are
made up in clvt) and criminal dockets,
separate ot Si pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pases civil and 820 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
C4vil or Criminal
$2.7E
Combined Civil and CrimitrJ . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docketj,,or E5 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.
If youwant anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
.
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Your Roof

1

j

Shoald be the Best
Weather Proof

r

Roofing is the Best Made.
We Guarantee It.

j

j

Compo-Rubbe-

K

'"AUE

OF

At small cost you can cover your
roof with WATERPROOF and have an

tight roof, that will not
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
about half as much as shingles and is
better. It is a
of heat
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mechanic required. Comes put up in roll
with nails and cement inside of the
package. It will last from 15 to 20
years. Come in and let us show you.
absolutely

PROOFING MFtS
St. Louis.

iLUNOikjj

The Santa Fe Hardware
&

Co.

Supply

JUL

Choose

our E aster Outfit In Out New
F ashion Department.
--

The

HH-

Ladies Will Need to Get Busy for Their

A

Complete and Authoritative Fashion

Dep't.

Ladies Suits arid Skirts.

Easter Gowns.

Always on the alert for new
ways of benefiting our cus
tomers, this store, with its
accustomed enterprise, will
inaugurate from now on the
most advantageous and
convenient innovation ever
attempted.

Here our patrons will find positively

the very latest and most advanced styles
in every thing that is newest and best in
ladies dress. Here are shown the identi-cfashions all the well dressed women
in the large style centers are now wear-in-

al

g.

Here you will find hints & sugges-

tions for your new Spring Suit. Regardless of what you select you can rest
assured that it is positively the best value

ffl

J

V'AU'M

til

L.w

of all

for the; money you could possibly get.
Whether you buy or not, at least come--se- e

this magnificent display of the

EST SPRING FASHIONS.

NATHAN SALMON.

NEW-

